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                            Abstract 
 In relation to the statistical design method of anti-earthquake structures for moderate-
ly intense excitations, the basic studies on the statistical quantities such as the co-
variance and  spectral density in the non-stationary stochastic process are described and 
the input and output relations of such quantities in the case of a multi-input and  -output, 
linear discrete system having time-variant coefficients are presented. 
 As the basic statistical quantities in the time and frequency domain, the local co-
variance matrix and the local spectral density matrices are considered in this paper. At 
first, the local co-variance matrix is defined as the product of a two-dimensional cutoff 
operator and the co-variance matrix in a non-stationary stochastic process. And then. 
the two-dimensional ocal spectral density matrix and the several kinds of one-dimension-
al local spectral density matrices are introduced by defining them as the double and 
single Fourier transform of the local co-variance matrix, respectively. It is found that 
the appropriately defined one-dimensional spectral density matrices containing a time 
variable have the meaning of the power spectral density matrix in the non-stationary 
stochastic process in the sense that the integral of these quantities over the finite time 
domain results in the local energy  spectral density matrix defined in the square time 
 domain. And also, it is shown that as a limiting case, the one-dimensional local Her-
mitian spectral density matrix presented in this paper is reduced to the spectral density 
matrix introduced by D. G. Lampard. Moreover it is shown that the local spectral 
density matrices are expressed as the weighted averages of the corresponding total 
spectral density matrices associated with the full time  domain. 
  For the general case of a multi-input and -output linear discrete system having time-
variant, complex-valued coefficients, the input and output relations of the local co-variance 
matrix and the one- or two-dimensional local spectral density matrices are presented. 
And it is shown that as a special case of a linear discrete system having time-invariant, 
real-valued coefficients, the input and output relation of the two-dimensional total spectral 
density matrix is reduced to the relation presented by J. S. Bendat. As an example of 
the non-stationary input process most applicable to earthquake engineering, the quasi-
stationary random process introduced by V. V. Bolotin as well as the locally stationary 
random process presented by R. A. Silverman are considered, and the basic statistical 
quantities of the output of a linear system subjected to these random inputs are estimat-
ed. And also, it is shown that as a special case of a time-invariant, linear discrete 
system subjected to a stationary input, the input and output relations of the co-variance 
matrix and the total spectral density matrices are reduced to the well-known results in 
the stationary stochastic process. 
  Finally, in the appendix, it is shown that the ensemble averages of the short-time cor-
relation and power spectral density matrix which are introduced by R. M. Fano, are ex-
pressed as the weighted time averages of the local co-variance matrix and the local 
spectral density matrices, respectively.
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           1. Introduction 
            In order to determine the reasonable  dynamic characteristics of an elasto-
           plastic anti-earthquake structure, the structure should be designed according to 
          the following two kinds of aseismic design method depending upon the intensity 
           and the frequency of occurrence of earthquake  excitations". For very intense 
           earthquake excitations, the dynamic characteristics concering the elasto-plastic 
          behaviour of the structures during earthquakes should be determined according 
          to the elasto-plastic aseismic design method in which a comparatively small 
          safety factor with respect to the structural response and an appropriate safety 
          factor for the earthquake excitations are introduced, and the aseismic safety of 
           the elasto-plastic structure must be guaranteed in the ultimate state. For 
           moderately intense earthquake excitations having large frequency of occurrence, 
          on the other hand, the elastic aseismic design method should be applied with a 
           comparatively large safety factor in respect to the response, and the aseismic 
          safety of the structure is to be examined in the allowable elastic range. Parti-
          cularly in the latter case, a statistical approach to establishing the aseismic 
           design method is more plausible because the elastic responses of structures with 
          slight damping subjected to random earthquake excitations are sensitively af-
          fected by the spectral characteristics of the excitations which statistically dif-
          fer from each other according to the  seismicity and soil conditions of the  con-
• struction site of the structure. In this case, it is better to consider that both 
           structural response and earthquake excitations belong to the non-stationary 
           stochastic process since the statistical properties of earthquake excitations es-
          sentially vary with time. Even if the earthquake excitations could be equiva-
          lently approximated by the finite duration of a stationary random time function, 
          the transient responses due to a suddenly applied excitation are apt to be pre-
          dominant because little damping effect can be anticipated in the elastic structure 
          designed with a comparatively large safety factor. 
            As a problem of earthquake response analysis, the output-responses of the 
           structure subjected to non-stationary random excitations should be defined by the 
           statistical measures of aseismic safety of each part of the structure which may 
           be, for example, the expected number in excess of the allowable response 
          level, the probability of peak amplitude over the allowable response level and 
           so on. These statistical earthquake responses, however, can be analytically 
           expressible in the non-stationary stochastic process by using the first and second 
          moment of the response and its derivatives with respect to time, at least in the 
           case where the Gausian process is  concerned' The purpose of the present 
          paper is not to deal directly with such statistical earthquake responses but to 
           study the basic statistical quantities such as the co-variance and the correspond-
           ing spectral density in the non-stationary stochastic process and to present the 
           input and output relationship of those basic quantities expressed in matrix from 
           for a multi-input and -output, linear discrete system. For the generality of an-
          alytical results, it is assumed that the linear system considered is a time-
           variant discrete system having complex-valued coefficients and that the non-
           stationary stochastic processes have at least the first and the second moments. 
           Therefore, the analytical results of the present paper contain those of a time-
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invariant system having real-valued coefficients and of the so-called quasi-station-
ary  excitationl"'s) as special cases and also tend to the well-known results in a 
stationary process when a limiting case is considered. As regards the  spectral 
density matrix in a non-stationary process, the one- or two-dimensional local 
spectral density matrix is defined in this paper as the single or double Fourier 
transform of the local co-variance matrix which is equal to the co-variance 
matrix in the prescribed finite two-dimensional time domain and zero outside 
this domain. And it will be found that this one- or two-dimensional local 
spectral density matrix can be related to the spectral density defined by D. G. 
 Lampare and that given by J. S.  Bendat7', respectively, as the limiting cases. 
And, it will also be shown that the input and output relationship of the local 
spectral density matrices is reducible to J. S. Bendat's formula in a non-
stationary stochastic process where a time-invariant linear discrete system and 
the two-dimensional spectral density matrix defined as the double Fourier trans-
form of the co-variance matrix in  R2- are concerned and also reducible to the 
well-known relationship between the input and output spectral density matrix 
in the case where a time-invariant linear discrete system and the stationary 
process are concerned. 
2. The local  co-variance matrix and local spectral density matrix in the non-
   stationary stochastic process 
 The co-variance matrix  CK(7,,  r2)) of a complex-valued non-stationary random 
vector,  {$(7)} which is defined in the one-dimensional infinite domain,  RiPo of a 
real variable  r, is given as a complex-valued matrix defined in the two-dimen-
sional infinite domain,  R2- of real variables  7,,  72Ek- by the following well-
known  foumula  : 
 CIC(r,  12))=  Eff(r,, ;  R2  -)j  =  E  ({E,,(71)}{E;(72)}*) 
 {Ed(7,)}  {e  (II)}  -  E{E  (rt)}   Cl) 
in which the symbol E and the superscript  * denote the ensemble average and 
the transposed conjugate, respectively. 
 By making use of the one- and two-dimensional cutoff operator,  D(r,  ;  R171) 
and  D(71,  72  ;  R2r,r2) which are unit in the inside of any finite closed domain, 
 kr, or  122,-,,-2, half in the boundary domain,  C' r, or  C2r,r2 and zero outside the 
domain, the local co-variance matrix,  CK(ri,  12  ;  R2z-,,,)) is defined by the fol-
lowing  equation  : 
 72  ;  R2rin)J  E  ({D(D ;  -  i)Ed(r1)}{D(72 ;  72)Ed(1-2)}*) 
 -  D(7  „  72  ;  R22-172)11((r1,  72  -)J  =  De  12  ;  RavirOCK(71,  72))  (2) 
where 
 Den  ;  R',)  =  1  tie 
 1                                            7,E Or,                        2
 =0  neR1--  i  =1, 2  (3) 
 D(7„  ;  =1  Cr„  12)  ER2tin-C2TID2 
 2(ri, 22)  E°pit:
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 =0  (7,,  r2)  ./22.  -  R27-,r1 
Therefore, the local co-variance matrix is equal to the co-variance matrix in 
the inside of an arbitrarily prescribed finite domain,  R27,72 and zero outside the 
domain. 
 The two-dimensional local spectral density matrix associated with the finite 
domain,  122,-,r, is defined as the double Fourier transform of the local co-variance 
matrix given by eq. (2). 
 CS  (w„  wz ;  R2r,72))=  5R2c1K  (Di,  r2  R2TR2)Je-)(o),Ti-w2n)dridr2 
 =5R2,  ir,CK  (71,  r2)1e-.8wEri-(021-2)dridr2  (4) 
In particular, for the rectangular  domain„R2z-,r„ eq. (4) can be expressed by 
 GS(ah,  w2;  ir  2))=E({F  e,,  (w, ;  Ris-  i)}{F  Ed(w2;  R'n)}*) 
 {Fe„(wi ;  Rtr,)}=SRiccD(71;  kr,){Ed(71)}e-Johndra 
 {Ed  (70)e-  dawidr i= 1, 2.  (5) 
Inversely transforming eq. (4), the local co-variance matrix can be expressed 
as the inverse double Fourier transform of the two-dimensional local spectral 
density matrix except a set of points of zero measure. 
       (K(rb r2 ; R2r,r2))— (2771)25R2,:.(S(ah,; R2r , 2))0(.0) ir1-0)22-2)dohdoh  (6) 
where  R2o, denotes the two-dimensional infinite domain of two real frequency 
variables,  co, and  w2. 
 In the general case of the complex-valued non-stationary process, the follow-
ing relations are  valid  : 
 CK  (r  1,  r2 ;  R22  =  (K(72,  71 ;  R2727i)D  (7) 
 CS(o),,  (o2  ;  1227  2)D*  =  CS  (oh,  w, ;  R2r2rip  (8) 
In particular, for the real-valued non-stationary process, eqs. (7) and (8) are 
reduced to the following expressions,  respectively  : 
 CK(ri,  r2  ;  rr2))?  =  CK(  72,  r, ;  R2r,rJJ  (9) 
 C.S(o),,  oh  ;  R2r,2-  2)Jr  =CS(  -oo  ;  R21-21-,))  (10) 
where the superscript, T denotes the transposed matrix. Also, in the case of 
a real process, the real and imaginary parts of the inverse double Fourier 
transform given by eq. (6) are expressed by 
 1  R(CS(wi,  w2  ;  R2nr:)Je)(win-L0272))tholdco2  =  C1C(7,,  72 ;  R27172))  (27)2  JR2. 
 1 
      (2702R2.i(CS(011,(02  ; R2r,r2))0(co,r, —cog-0)6/(4)14)2 =CO)  (11) 
in which the symbols R and  1 represent the real and imaginary parts, respec-
tively.
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 Particularly considering the square domain,  lent,—  R2rau, in which  ri and  TU 
denote the common lower and upper limits of the variables  r, and r2, and sub-
stituting  col  —02=a, in the two-dimensional local spectral density matrix defined 
by eq. (4) or (5), we can define the local energy spectral density matrix by 
the equation, 
 fS((o,  w  ;R2rerb)D=E  ({F  4,  (a);  R'imr,)}{REci(co ; Rirtro)}*) 
 r2;  R2rtru)De—Kr,--42)wdridr2  (12) 
Integrating eq. (12) over the infinite domain  R. with respect to  co and devid-
ing by  2n, we obtain 
            21r        S(S(40coR2r,,r,,))dw= Stu(K(r, r ; Rtra„))dr  (13)                                                            DL 
From the definition given by eq. (12), it is clear that the local energy spectral 
density matrix is a Hermitian matrix, that is 
 CS([),  w  ;  tru))*  =115(a),  CO  ;  Li-o))  (14) 
Then, the diagonal elements of the local energy spectral density matrix are 
real numbers and each of them corresponds to the integral over the interval 
 (vi,vu) of the ensemble average of the square absolute value of each element 
of complex-vector. 
 In particular, if the two-dimensional local spectral density matrix exists in 
the case of  R251/-2-422., we define it as the two-dimensional total spectral density 
matrix. 
 fSr1r2(w1,  (02)] =  CS((01,  ()2  ;  R2riz-2—+R2.)  —CS(01,  roe ;  R2.0))  (15) 
Since the local co-variance matrix and the two-dimensional spectral density 
matrix are additive as the set functions of the two-dimensional domain  R2r,:2, 
that is, 
 CK(ri, r2 ; yier,r20)= r2 ;Wrire)D 
 CS(oh,;yR2vinop—pcto,,; R21-17-20 (16) 
where 
 R2r  ,r,A—  Or  ,r2AnR2ra-24U—  C2VIT2/.1-0 for  d*if  (17) 
the co-variance matrix and the corresponding two-dimensional total  spectral 
density matrix can be expressed by the sum of the relevant quantities defined 
in finite or denumerably infinite disjunctive  domains,  Rtrirtes. 
 CK  (rt  r2))=Cif(r.,  r2;  R2D4ral)) 
 CSr,rt(ah,  — (2r)25R2wCK(r1, 2)3e -AMID] -(021-2)dr/dr2 
 =  CS(WI,  w2 ;  le2ro-20)  (18) 
where 
         UR2rirei =RC, R2z-Ir2A — Ir2A  n  R2rirga  Orivez  =0 for  A#P
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 Inversely, as far as the rectangular domain  ,R2r,r, is concerned, the two-
dimensional spectral density matrix can be expressed by using the total 
spectral density matrix as follows  : 
 CS((01,  w2  ;  vR2r,r2))=  (2r)2  Q(0)1 ;  Riti)*CSTITg(0)1.  (02))*(2*(0)2  R'r2)  (19) 
 co, 
where 
 (2((th  ;  RC)  =5  Ric.D(rf ;  RC4)e-Poiridri 
 =  ((sin  wirw-  sin  wiz)  +  j(Coswtriu  -  cosahra)  )  /oh  (20) 
                             - D(r)          1                   Q(co•RI)esoirdco    2JR1c.,"f (21) 
and the symbol * denotes the convolution with respect to  (th, and in eq (20) 
 rain  via represent the lower and the upper limits of the domain  R'r„ respectively. 
 Representing the domain  RC, in the form, 
                  R'n= (rib, riV)=ILrfr-,z-te+ 2-2"  (22) 
where 
 Tie=  era  +  ria)/2,  rig -  ru.  (23) 
and transforming the variable  ri and the domains  /212-„,122r,2-2 to new variable 
 ye and new domains  kri'  ,rR2r,'r,' respectively, the two-dimensional local spectral 
density matrix withrespct to ,R2r,17-2is expressed by 
   CS(c01,(02  ; rR2r,Pr2)D w2  ;  TR2rizz)) 
                   = —Q (co, ; RiriOniSrisril(col,(02)>Q*(CO2 ; RIr20  (24)         (2
r)z WI  W2 
Eqs. (19) and (24) show that the two-dimensional local spectral density can be 
expressed as a kind of extended weighted averages of the two-dimensional total 
spectral density if the latter exists. In these equations, the weights have the 
following property. 
             1                     Q(t.o • R'r)do, -1 if OER'r,-Or.              2r SRI- 
                             1 
                              =if  0  e  Cr,  2 
 =0 if  0  e  (25) 
 1                     Q(
;i)d1 IQ(an; Rit-,1)=0    27iRi (26) 
In particular, if the domain is square and  oh  =a), that is, where the local energy 
spectral density is concerned, the following equation is  valid  : 
 CS(co,  w  ;  sR2r,r2) =  CS  (0),  0);  iR2nir20) 
         1              2Jdsin(co- vi)to/25 dsin(co-p2)rb/2rs 'Ti,(„ (27)  (270R,ooldi(a)- n1)/22j2 (w-  v2)  /2
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 When the process is stationary, the two-dimensional total spectral density 
matrix is expressed by 
 CSnr2(wl,  o2):3=CS(ah,  (02))=2KO(<01-(02)CS(0)0)  (28) 
where  5(w) denotes the delta-function with respect to w and  CS(co)) is the 
spectral density matrix in the stationary process. Substituting eq. (28) to eq. 
(24), the two-dimensional local spectral density matrix is given by 
 (S(w]  , w2  ;  ,R2r,11-7))--ei(wrric-0,2r2.)(S(oh,  w2 ; TR2r,r2)) 
              1 C  sin  (co,  r  A/2  sin (w2  - v)r2b/2  CS(v))0(2-,e-r2)vdv  (29)             27t (mi-v)/2  (oh-  v)  /2 
Moreover, the local energy spectral density per unit time, that is, the local 
power spectral density matrix can be expressed by a kind of conventional 
weighted average of the power spectral density as  follows  : 
            1r (sin(orb/2\2 
               TaCS(0),: ,R2r ,r2)D—27rk.corb/2):CS(w)) 
 CD,  (2;  rb)(R(2))  (30) 
where 
                  carp/2.sin wrap~I/2)2CM                          I(r ; re,),CS(00DaR(A)D  (31) 
                                                                 ro 
In the above equations, the symbol C denotes the correspondence between the 
Fourier transform pair. Then denoting  CR(2)D as the co-variance matrix in the 
stationary process, the second equation in (31) represents the well-known 
Wiener-Kintchin relation in the stationary process. And, the first equation in 
(31) shows the so-called Bartlett's  pairs'. When  ra tends to infinity, eq. (30) is 
reduced to the following  equation  : 
              lim1a); 3/22rit-OD =CS(0))CCR(A)J  (32) 
Particularly, if the stationary process is ergodic, the above equation tends to 
the power spectral density conventionally defined on the ergodic stationary pro-
cess as follows  : 
 1              lim   CS(w, w  ; sR22-n-2))-Din CS(co,  w; 
 2-6  ric.00  rb 
 = lim  1  E  ({F  ea(a);  Rivit)}{F  ed(a) ;  R't-2)}40 
 re-•W 
 =  lim1—{Fe,(a) ; 1217^0}{F Ed(w; Rii-20}* -CS(0))  (33) 
 Te 
  Now we consider the integral of the complex spectrum of  D(r: ;  R'r,t){Ed(rn) 
over the frequency domain, (0,  w‘). 
                                              o    {J(w‘ ; R'r,')}-1-r{FEd (VtRir,)}0mried:.0={Fed(Ve;       27ro7r. 
 1 e - 1,..  {sd(n)l1drn -27cSRe-jrztwl 1{Ed(re + ric)}dr:•• •(34) 
   .R1ri'r,'
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Considering the rectangular  domain„R2r,w, the ensemble average of the pro-
duct of the increments of  {./(cot  ;  kr,i)}'s defined above can be expressed by 
making use of the two-dimensional local spectral density matrix as  follows: 
 E({/(colv;  r  I')  —J(w^L;  RII-J1)}{/(tow ;  km')  -J(w2L ;  R1  r  z0).*) 
 1 
              5D(o)co1220,,w2) CS; ,R2 tr,)De.kw irit--w2r2e)dohdok          (2702".1'2 
                   D(a)(02R2)CS(Ohr(02tR2TlitgODthilde;02  (2rc)25R2-'T(00  (35) 
or 
 E(d{  J  (co,  ;  Rins)}d{J  (c02 ;  ki-20}*)=  (2702  IS((01,  w2;  ,R2rsr..i)Dth0)ldw2 (36) 
Eq. (35) or (36) shows that ensemble average of the product of  {J(oh; 
is a set function of  ,R2w,o2 and it is additive with respect to the domain  ,R2  010)2. 
In the stationary process, putting  R'ty--4?'. and  7./22r,,,,z,-)R2c., and making use of 
eq. (28), we obtain 
 E  ({  (Mu ;  R'r,'-'R'„)  -J(w ;  -,R1.0}{  (ohu  ;  R'r,r--)12C) 
 -AW2L  ;  
2;  R1w0D();  R1,2)CS(24)tly  (37) 
or 
 E(d{J(0.), ;  R4,,-^RC)}4{J(0)2;RC,i-4/?/_)}*)=  L  CS(v))dv (38  
where 
 =  dcoindah,  v  E  oh+  doh  ria)2+  doh 
Eq. (37) or (38) shows the well-known fact that the random vector,  {J(tn;  R1, 
 -42'00} has non-correlative increments in the stationary process. Particularly 
in the case of the square frequency domain,  ,R2,0,,oz-R20),,o), eq. (37) reduces to 
 E({1(cou  ;  .121,->R1,)  -J(wj ;  121,--)1?1„„)}{J  (coo  ;
                           1   J  (oh  ; 121,-)Ric.))*)= iRt.L.u(S(.1))dv  (39) 
 Substituting  tow=00,  ant= -  co in eq. (35) and taking into consideration 
 {j(00 ;  RIrt,)-j(-  co ;  RCM=  wiF ;  R'n)leiPtritdvi=  {Ed  (ric)}  .•-  (40) 
we have thefollowingequation identical to eq.  (6): 
     E({Cd(rie)}{Ed(r2c)}*)=-(2202  5RJS(ah,  ;  TR22-.2-2))ei(wirir-w,r7)eholda2 
 (41) 
 Next, we define the two kinds of one-dimensional local spectral density ma-
trices from the two-dimensional spectral density matrix defined by eq. (4) as 
follows  : 
 (S,(6),,  rz ;  R2r1r2))-  E({FEd(col ;  E'ri(r2))  }D(r2;  Rir2){  d (r2) }*)
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              25CS (co,, oh; R2riz-2)De-imerzdGlp 
 R,e(K(/1,  r2;  Rzr,n)Jemuoindr,  (42) 
 GS2(ri,  (02  ;  R2r,r2))=E(D(r ; kr,){E8(r1)}fFe,,(0)2;  Rin(r1))}*) 
              2aCS (o) torir2)                          R2eiwindw                   2 
 =5  CK(ri,  r2;  R21-3r2)jow2r7dr2  (43) 
in which  R'r,(r,) is the one-dimensional domain with respect to  rt as a func-
tion of r,. Inversely transforming eqs. (42) and (43), the local co-variance 
matrix can be expressed by the above defined one-dimensional local spectral 
matrices. 
 CK(r,, r2  ; R2r,r,))= 217 Li.(51(ah, 12 ;  R2r,n)  jefroiridah 
                      1 
                                        2`-r""; R21-traJe fimr !doh  (44)                          2>t JR~m 
In general, there exists the following relationship between the two-kinds of 
one-dimensional local spectral density matrices. 
 CS,  (col,  r2  R2r,r2)T2=  [52(12,  mi ;  R2r,r,)) 
 C52(11,  (02  ;  R2rirg))*'=CSI((02, ri  ;  R212r  ,))  (45) 
In particular, where the real-valued process is concerned, the following equa-
tions are valid  : 
 CS,  (oh,  12  ;  R2r,r2):;*  =  CS,  re ; 
 C52(1,,  Wz  ;  R2rin):71*-CS2(r],  —(01  ;  R2rira)Jr  (46) 
  If there exists a one-dimensional local spectral density matrix when  1225,-2 
tends to  R2-, we call it the one-dimensional total spectral density matrix  
 r2)D  —  CS,  ((al,  12  ;  R2r,72-122,0))=  CS,  (W1,  /2  ;  RC)) 
or 
 CS2rir2(ri,  oh):  -  CS2(r  ,  ofi  ;  Rzr,r,—R2.)]=CS2(ri,  W2;  /Pa)) (47) 
Then, if the two-dimensional total spectral density matrix also exists, the fol-
lowing expressions are obtained: 
 CSir,r2(0)1,  12))=  1  1CS-i-(0)]co9);e-iwar2d(02 
                         Ric.)CIC(71,r2)De-mindr,  (48) 
 CS2711-2(2  (02):1=  afi)Dem:ridcol 
                       =
Rt.CK(ri,2-2))eito2rod/2 (49) 
and
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              [K(11, r2) =-77772)Deiwit- &oh 
                  = 1 C.S(-0))^emiu)272dcol (50) 
                                                   R,cc,2,1,2LI,2 
  When the process is stationary, the one-dimensional total spectral density 
matrices are expressed by using the power spectral density  CS(w)D. 
 CS,,,,,(coi,  12))  =  CS  VoiYie  -  iorr2 
 CS27,72(rt,  (02)11E.S(012),Iejw,r,  (51) 
Substituting eq. (51) for eq. (50), we obtain the Wiener-Kintchin relation in the 
stationary process. 
 [K(7,,  72)=02(71 -72)D-  2,  SRL:S((0)30(r,  r2)0Yd(,)  (52) 
  The two-dimensional local spectral density matrix can be expressed in terms 
of the one-dimensional local spectral density matrices by inversely transform-
ing eqs. (42) and (43). 
 toz ;  R22.,2-2)D=SRJSI(a,  72  ;R27,72)3e/wzr2d72 
 =5R,:52(11,  0)2  ;  R'n7.-2)De-fro,r,dr,  (53) 
In particular, considering the square domain  ,R2,,r2 and putting  co,  -  co2  =a) in 
eq. (53), the local energy spectral density matrix is expressed by 
 CS  (w,  (.0 ; .,R2r,r2)) = S R,.CS, (w, r  2 ;  Jeiwrzdrz  eiwndr 
 =1  C.S2(71,  0);  d72-  Dje-  icoridz-   (54) 
 Now, transforming the variables  7, and  72 into  A and  r by the equations 
 2=r,  -72,  7=72  (55) 
we define the following one-dimensional local spectral density  matrix  : 
 CS  (w, r  ;  R2  At-)J=  CS  'Co), r ;  R2  i+TrYjeimr 
 CS2(2  (I);  R2  2,„))e-iwu+ri 
 =5  CK(A+r,  r ;  122  +,,)Je-j<"  d  A 
 JR~z(r)CK(2.+r,  r ;  R2  A.„)3e-,-Ad2   (56) 
Inversely transforming the above equation, the local co-variance matrix is 
given by 
                           1  C 
 [K(2+7, r ; R2 Am)) 27C3GS(corIrir)3e'2aw  (57) 
Substituting 2=0 in eq. (57), the spectral respresentation of the co-variance 
matrix at any given time  r in the non-stationary process is obtained in a 
similar form to that in the stationary  process  :
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                               r            CK(T ; R2 1+-r0)'=" CK(7 , r)) =  27r iwcp(w,  r  ;  R2,0)4)  (58) 
                                (r,  r)  E  R2  Ai.„ 
 If there exists a one-dimensional local spectral density matrix defined by eq. 
(56) in the case where  R2  Ar  -422  -, we call it also the one-dimensional total 
spectral density matrix as in eq. (47). 
 (SAT  r))  CS  ((0,  r  ;  R2AR200))=CS(0),  r  ;  R2.)D  (59) 
From eqs.  (47)  (50), (55) and (56), the following equations are  obtainable  : 
 CS  AT  ),  r))=CS1A-Err(a),  r)De-wr  ,  to)  )e-jam 
                           = (SA,,-(01, (02) )el(w -‘02)rdw2  cr Rim 
= 
                          27rJRJCSA+,(col,—.))(1+D)dco, 
 -  f  CK  +  r  ,  r)je-J'Ad   (60) 
and 
 CK(i+r  , r))=2a (61)                                    rRI - 
 It is easily shown from eqs. (51), (55) and (60) that when the process is sta-
tionary the one-dimensisoal total spectral density matrix defined by eq. (59) 
agrees with the power spectral density matrix in the stationary process, that is, 
 CSAt  (W,  r)j=  CS  (co)  (62) 
and that eqs. (60) and (61) reduce to the Wiener-Kintchin theorem in the sta-
tionary process. From eqs. (42),  (43) and (56), the two-dimensional local 
spectral density matrix can be expressed by 
 CS(a  co2  ;  R2  -  ThecCS  ((oh  r  ;  R2  Ar)je-1(0),-,02)i-dr 
                                 R±rCS (oh,  ; R2Ar)je—.1(a,i—OSOrdt  (63) 
Choosing the square domain  s  R2  Am and substituting  (.0,-(02-(0 in the above 
equation, the local energy spectral density matrix is given by 
 CS(c0,  ;  =  Rica:CS ((0,  r; zeR2 2W*  (64) 
where  „R22, represents the transformed paralleogram domain on the  A-r plane. 
From eqs. (58), (62) and (64) the one-dimensional local spectral density 
matrix defined by eq. (56) can be interpreted as the local power spectral 
density matrix in the non-stationary process. 
 It can easily be shown that the one-dimensional local spectral density matri-
ces defined by eqs. (42), (43) and (56) are all the additive set functions of the 
relevant two-dimensional time domains. Therefore, as in the two-dimensional 
case, the following expressions of one-dimensional local spectral density 
matrices, that is the weighted averages of the corresponding total spectral
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density matrices, are  obtainable  : 
                    1   (S
i  (oh, r2  ;  rR2r,r2)) =277.  D  (T2 ; RITh)Q(ah ; R'r,)*CSir,r2 (col, r2))  (65) 
       CS2(ra,co2 ; ,R2r,r2)D= 27r D(r,;R's-,) CS2ra-2 Cr , (02) )4*(()2 ; r2)  (66) 
 CS(w, r ; =  D(r ; Rir)(Q(a; A+r)elw9 SAT (0), r))  (67) 
And also, transforming the time variables by 
 i  =1, 2;  A'  =A—  Ac,  ri—r—re;  Ac  =  Tic  —r2e,  ne (68) 
we can obtain similar expressions related to the new variables,  n',  A' and r'. 
  Finally, we introduce the one-dimensional local spectral density matrix which 
is  Hermitian and tends to the power spectral density  CS(o))) in the stationary 
process. 
   GSH(o,r ; R2 Ana)) —aCS(0),  r  ; R22,-))+a*CS(0), r ;  R2AC))* 
       =5R, A(r)(crilf(2+r,r ;  R21.,—))e-i"+tx*(K(A+r,r, ;  R2  i.„)3*ed)clA  (69) 
where a is a complex-valued constant. Performing an inverse transform in 
the above equation, we have 
 (ECK  (A+  , r  ;  R21+„))  +  (—  A+  r, r ;  R2A+,3)* 
 =aCK(.1-Fr,r,  ;R2,t+n)i+a*CK(r,  —2±r  ;  R2,1+31 
              1            —
27rr ; R2 An 01))V=Idal (70) 
Now, representing a rectangular domain  ,R2r,r2 as the sum of a left upper right 
triangular domain  t,R2r,r2 and a right lower right triangular domain  t2/22r,m, that is, 
 R2rir2  +  R2nr2  (71) 
we perform the following transformation of the time  variables: 
 2=n—r2,  r=r2 for  iiinrirs  3  =1-2  =r, for  hA2rir2 (72) 
Then the two right triangular domains,  tfi2r  iv, and  12122r,r2 are maped to the 
corresponding triangular domains,  t,R2A, and  1,R27;  7, respectively. In particular, 
if we select square domain  ,R2r1r2, the two triangular domains  tiR2Ar and  12122L-
are reduced to the same right isosceles triangular domain  R2 which is on the 
left half-plane and has one side on the r- or  "r-axis and other side parallel to 
A- or  j-axis. And then, the integral over the square domain  ,Kars, is trans-
formed to the following  from  : 
                ft.4,27.,r2.dridr2 = CtR 2,-thidr 5,1(23:7•Cctr- 
                             Cr Er drco .dii+.dgo  (73)                        r
,,irk—rJri,  r 
By making use of the above transformation, the two-dimensional local spectral 
density matrix can be expressed as  follows  : 
 CS(col  012  ; ARC'  ITO]  =.CR,..CK(r  ;  R2T  ITO  )e  -(022-2)dr1
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 tiP2ar,  (11C0  r,  r  ;  s"„,-)De-  j(<01(A+  r)-(o2r) 
 +  CK(r,  2+  ;  sRarz,)]e-  i(f  olr-(02(2+r)))d),dr 
          -1,R2 ;LK (A+ r ,  r ;  sR2,‘„))e-i(tot(A+r)-wzr) 
 +  [K(,l+  7,  ;  RR'  2+,,-)]*e-  )(0),7,02(2+  r)))d2dr  (74) 
Substituting  co,  =oh  -co in eq. (74) and taking into consideration eq. (56), the 
local energy spectral density matrix can be expressed by using the Hermitian 
local power spectral density matrix which is obtainable by selecting  a  =1 and 
 R2  Ar=  tR2  kr in eq. (69). 
   CS(w,; sR2rir.DD-2(CK(2 + 7, r ; 3R2 A+„)je-Pu A                     t12 
 CK  (A  +  r,  r ;  ,R2A+„)j*eirA)d2dr 
      = Crrid7C°cl),( K (2 + r , r ; $R2 A.,;,)Dern" + (IC(A+ r , r ; ,R2A„))*elwA) 
             Dz. ,DL—T 
      =YU (CS(0), r ;  tR2  zr))+CS(co, r ;  tR2Ar))*)dz-
               rt 
   = ; tR2Ar,  1)  Dicir  (75) 
On the other hand, since the local energy spectral density  matrix is substan-
tially Hermitian, the following equation is obtained from eqs. (64) and (69)  : 
             CS(co,co;,R2xen))=S[Sr4,  r  - pR2Ar, -21- ldr  (76)           RInru 
Eqs. (64), (75) and (76) are the integral representations of the same local en-
ergy spectral density matrix with respect to  ,./22r,r2, obtained by using the dif-
ferent local power spectral density matrices. It can be shown that the inverse 
Fourier transforms of these equations givethe same result, 
         1  
          27c.CR,IS(0),w; s.122A,„)jeldco-CR4trCKr ,  r ; 812224.„)Ddr  (77) 
                                                                   u by using of eqs. (57), (69) and the identities, 
             (CK (A+ 7,  r;  t,R2A,„))+CK(r  ,  r  -  ; tz.122„_2)j)dr        i/VD/ru 
  - 
24C                    ./Vrtru(CK(2+t,  7 ; sR22,,,))+CK(1-,  r -  2  ;  sR2r,-A)))dr 
 K  (2+  r  ,  r  ;  ,R2  (78) 
Substituting  A=0 in eq. (77) we obtain again eq. (13). The same equation can 
be obtained from eqs. (58) and (64). 
 The relation between the local co-variance matrix and the one-dimensional 
local power spectral density matrix introduced to eq. (75) can be obtained from 
eqs. (69) and (70) as  follows  : 
 CSH(co,  r ;  2R2zr,  1)1= CS(co,  r ;  tR2,r)  +  CS  (co,  r ; tR2,u)J* 
      =Svcr°(CK(2+r, r ,; 1,R2A+„))e--J'a+ (K(2  r,  r  ; t,R2A+„))*el'a)d2
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       -CDO-rL(CK(T,  7—A; ta„-A))e--"CK (r ,  7—A;ainn-A)J*ejwA)d2 




 (K(r  +  2,  r ;  tiR2  A-,,))+CK(r  -  ;  t2R2,-A)D 
 1                        CS(to•Amdco            2
r' rR2;r'1)e (80) 
From the definition of the local co-variance matrix given by eqs. (2) and (3) 
the first and the second terms of the left hand side of eq. (80) are zero for 
2>0 and 2<0, respectively, and they take on the same value, that is, one-half 
of  CK  (r  ,  r)j for  2=0. Therefore eq. (80) can be rewritten as 
 CK(r+  A,  r  ; t,R2 A,3327r re^.,CS m((0,tR2Ar, 1)De.nadcofor 2<0 
 [K(r,  r ;  t,R2A+„))+  CK(r,  r ;  t2122  A+„)j=  (K(r,  r;  sR2A+,0) 
                = 1 CSH(w, r ; tR2 1))dw for  2=0                                               Rzco 
 CK(r,  7—A;  tzR2n-A))  27c  L;_iSR(0),  r ; tRA1,,  MeiwAdafr fo  2>0  (81) 
 In particular, for the real-valued non-stationary process, the following rela-
tions are  valid: 
 CK(2+  r  ,  r  ;  R2A+rr))*--  Ufa  +r,  r ;  R2  AnWr 
 CS  (a  r ;  R2AW*=CS(-0),  r ;  AT)J'  (82) 
Therefore, if the coefficient a is real, the relation, 
 CSH(a),  r  ;  R2  kr,  a))7  (Sa(  -  0 r ;  R2  an a))  (83) 
is valid. By using the above relations, eqs. (79) and (80) can be written as 
the following equations for the real-valued non-stationary  process  : 
 CSE(w,  r; 1R2 AD, 1))=5ro-rt (CK(r, - 2;  1tR2,-A))eJat 
 +  CK  (r  ,  r  -  ;  ezR2rT-A)JrrA)d2 
       = CK(r  +A,; t,R24,r)je-,.1/412+ Sp—viCK(r,  v; t2R2i-r-A))e-"Ad 
         rcr 
 (84) 
and 
 CK(r  +  A,  r ;  ER'  A+„)D+(K(7  r  ;  12R2„.4)) 
         1  
             27r             C:SH(co" r  • tR2A,,l)jel"+ (Sri@o,  r ; ,R2,1„1)ye-J.A)dco  (85) 
   a 
 In the stationary process, the triangular domains,  t,R2  Am,  12R21.„ and  zR2  AT 
are replaced by a left upper  half-plane,  eR2.0, right lower half-plane,  t2R2- and 
a left half-plane,  iR2-, respectively. And eqs. (79) and (80) tend to the fol-
lowing  equations:
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 (SEr(a),  r  ; 1))=S  (CR(A))e--;"+(R(1))*0")dA 
 0 
 =  CRGO  Dra'AdA  =  (SO)))  (86) 
and 
 (K(r  +  2,  ;  .0))  +  CK(r,  r  -  A  ;
       =  ;  4w.)  +  D(1;  1212  ,,))  CR  (A)  D=CR(2)) =  2
zJ12,CS  (w) jewÄcho                                                                                                             00 
 (87) 
  In the above discussions, it appears that the selection of a triangular domain, 
 ,R2,t, would make the convergence of inverse Fourier transforms given by eqs. 
(80), (81) and (85) poor in the neighbourhood of the boundary points  2=0 and 
 A  -  via To avoid poor convergency at the point 2=0, we can define the other 
one-dimensional local power spectral density matrix by choosing  a  =1/2 and the 
parallelogram domain  R,R2  A, which corresponds to the square domain  Raz., in 
eq. (69). In this case, we can obtain the following pair of equations instead 
of eqs. (79) and (80). 
   [sr; ; vR2At, 21)1=  -r(CR(A+ r, r ; ,R2A.,„))e-J"                 n-r 
                   + [If (A+ r , r ;  ,R2A+„))*00)d2 
 1tv-7        =S((KO+  r,  r ; sR224.„))e-AwA+ CK(r,  2+r ;,R27.A+r)DeiwOd2 
                      TL-1- 
                 u-       =r [IC(2+ r r•R2De-lwAdA-EjnirL(K(r 7-2  ;2122,-,-.4)irj'AdA      2cr,'"1+"Lv-ru 
 (88) 
and 
                                   C21(K(2-Fr , r ; ,R2A.,.„))+-21K(r-2, 
  1 1  =-  2  CK(2+7,7 ;AR2A+rr))+-2CK(r,  7-2  ; 
             27rrr  ; TA"  Cep2A" 2je               jwAd (89) 
Substituting  A=0 in eq. (89), we  have 
 CK(7,  r;  8R2A+rr)D= at R'2[SH(co,  r; v/22.1r,,1)Idal (90) 
     s. 
  For the stationary process, replacing both  sR2A+rr and  ,,R2  A, by  R2., eqs. (88) 
and (89) are  ($9) are reduced to 
 C,S+,  z-  ;  R2., -)15 (CR(A)je-).A+CR(2))*0=2.2)d2            2RI. 
 1  =  2-  (CS(0)))+CS(w))*)=CS(0)))  (91) 
and
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         2           1             (CR(A))+ [KC- 2))*) =CR(A))LK ICS (w)jelodo,  (92)                                                                                               ., 
 By the above discussions it is shown that the one-dimensional local power 
spectral density matrices defined by eqs. (79) and (88) are Hermitian matrices 
and reduce to the so-called power spectral density matrix in the stationary 
process. The former constitute a Fourier transform pair with the local co-
variance matrix in a modified sense as shown in eqs. (79)-(81), but the in-
verse Fourier transform of the latter does not give directly the local co-variance 
matrix. To obtain the local co-variance matrix in the latter case, we must 
introduce the auxiliary spectral density matrix defined as 
         [Sze(a),  r  ;yR2Ar,Di=-01-Sru-r(C1C(2±r, r ;.R Aia,-)Jr" 
 -CIC(A±r,  7  ;  Ai-v33*el")(1,1 
              rc—r 
 2 
                      Cif(24-r ,  r  ; .R2 Am)DerJ.At 
                             rr 
                                1 5r—ri,
 Cif(r,  r  ;  .R2  rr-  A)Dern'IdA (93)                                   2  r-ru 
 then, 
                       r                          1                 -12-CKGI+, 7 ;sR2 AtrO2                                   D-—CK(r, r - A; ,R2n-1))         1r1 ri
               27r/ r  ; PR2 A"2fiejw1/41w  (94) 
By adding eq. (89) and eq. (94) or subtractingeq. (94) from eq. (89) we obtain 
            CIC(A+r, r ; ,R2 A+rw= 27,JR ,,,,([SH(w' r ; PR2In t.)]                   „1 
                       + ISW(CO, r ; pR24-)DelwArico 
                   rd;,R2,-A))=                         2r1.R,-( Sn(w, r ;  PR'  A"  I)) 
                       -[SR(to,  r ;1,)1)e.uadco  (95) 
It is noted that each equation in the above is valid for all  A in  RC, and that 
they constitute a pair of transposed conjugate matrices if the sign of is 
changed in either of these equations, because the matrix defined by eq. (93) 
is a skew Hermitian matrix, that is, 
                                       *
             [Sfir  (co,  r  ;2-[SH'(a), r ; „R2,„ 21-)1 
Applying the Fourier transform operator with respect to  A to each equation in 
(95) and considering eq. (56) the following equations are obtained: 
       CS((0, r ;ar)D-LSH(co, r ; pR22„ 21 )1 + [S,./(co, r ; pR2Ar,   21 )] 
 CS(cv.  ; pR2A,))*=[SH(0).  7  pTht,)1-rSa'((a,r;pR22,  1)1                                              2/ 
 (96)
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And, from the above equations we obtain 
 fs  RC, r ,  1111 
                
, pipptar, 22CS (60,  7  ;  pR2Ar)D  +2CS(0),  r  ;  yR2Ar))* 
L 
 LS40,  r ; ,R2,, 21)1fv                — 12-21CS(w, •R2))1AT                                            CS(w, r •R2))*   -- 
The first equation in the above is the definition of the one-dimensional local 
 Hermitian spectral density matrix,  (Su(co,  ,,R2AT, 1/2)) as given by eq. (69), 
and the second equation is considered as another definition of the auxiliary 
skew Hermitian matrix  (SW  ((o,  r ;  „R'2,, 1/2)), given by using the one-dimension-
al local power spectral density matrix  CS(o),  r  ;  „1221,)) defined by eq. (56). 
 On the other hand, although the one-dimensional local power spectral density 
matrix defined by eq. (56) is not a  Hermitian matrix, it constitutes a Fourier 
transform pair with the local co-variance matrix as shown in eqs. (56) and 
(57), and there is no difficulty respecting the convergency of the inverse Fourier 
transform at  =0 in the evaluating of the cross-variance matrix at any time 
r. Also, it is reduced to the power spectral density matrix in the stationary 
process if the process is stationary and the finite domain tends to the infinite 
full domain. 
 The several kinds of one-dimensional local spectral density matrices discuss-
ed above are all defined with reference to the finite two-dimensional time 
domains, and their relations to the local co-variance matrix defined in the re-
levant finite two-dimensional time domain are obtained. However, it is noted 
that the explicit time variable contained in these one-dimensional local power 
spectral density matrices can be considered as a parameter rather than a va-
riable restricted in the finite domains. In other words, we need not take 
particular note of the boundary points with respect to the explicit time variable 
but only of the boundary points with respect to the implicit time variable. 
Then the two-dimensional time domains can be replaced by the one-dimension-
al time domains with respect to the implicit time variable. Since the boundary 
points with respect to the implicit time variable are generally expressed as the 
functions of the explicit time variable, the one-dimensional local spectral 
density matrices and the local co-variance matrix are symbolically rewritten as 
 CS,  (col,  r2;  R2(ar,))  D  (D2  ;  RCDCSI((01,  72  ;  kri(r2))) 
 (S2(r1,  W2  ; R2r,r7)J  D(ri  ;  Rly,)(52(r 1,  w2  ;  R'in(71))) 
 (SO),  r  ;  R2,1,))-aD(r  ;  RiT)CS  (04  7  ;  W4(7)3 
 CSH(a), r  ;  R2  An  a))==-D(r  ;  R')C}Su(co,  r ;  Th(r), a))  (97) 
and 
 CK(2-1-  ,  r  ;  2+—)J  D(r  ;  kr)CK(A+r, r  ;  R12(r))) 
 =D(r ;  Rtt)D(A;  1212(z))CK  (A+  , r))  (98) 
  Finally we will discuss the relationship between the one-dimensional local 
power spectral density matrices and the spectral density defined by D. G. 
Lampard for a real-valued non-stationary  process". By using eqs. (64), (75) 
and (76), the partial derivative with respect to the upper limit,  ru of the square 
domain, of the local energy spectral density matrix can be expressed as  follows  :
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   ara u GS (to, w ; .R2 2+=r)) = CS(co,  ru  ; 7R2Ar))+C                                              nr0),; vR240Ddr                                     JRIr Lruu CS( 
 =(S  (0),  ru; IR22y))+ cs(a),ru ; pR220)* 
 =D  (ru  ; RIrOGSn (co,  ru  ; pR12(7u), 1))  (99) 
aa  
    aru CS(o),  w  ; gR2/+„.3                   ))=F1(01, ru;1)) +SRii-Lru Oro(SH(0),  r  ; tR2 Ay,Writ- 
 =  D  (to  ;  RIr)CSE  (co,  ro  ;  1))  (100) 
 °rt,  CSO),  w ;ER'  A+,-0)  [Ss(co,  ro;  —2-) 
                     + SRirLru oru[SH(0), r;Rdr 
      =[SH(C 0,;2Ar,  21)1±[S4C0, r ;pR2Art  2)1* 
      =2[5401,  ro ;pR2 Atm, 21 )1-  D(ru;Rin,) (SRO),rpRi A (.1 -0, 1))  (101) 
Then it follows that 
 ISH(to,  yr,  ;  'RI  (II  ,  1))  =  CSFE(co,  ru  ;  tRII(ru),  1)) 
 CSH  (co,  Ri  A(rtr)  •  1))=-CSti(0),  ru;  r  L))  (102) 
Hence the following equations are obtained by making use of eqs. (79), (80), 
(88), (89) and (98). 
 (SH(0),  ru;  71.))  =  Soru  rt(C1C(TU,  v11-2;  RI  -A  &AID]?" 
 +(K(ru,  u  —  A;  RI-A  (70))*eiw2)(12 
       =rrz, _,u(K(ru  +A,  ru  ;  RI  A(T  0))3e-iwAd 
 5r0U-r4C1C(rU,  ru—A;  RI-A(ru)))risAd2 
 --iRcs,(C1C(ru  +  A, ru  ;  RI  AO-  0))  ±  (r  ,  ru  —  ;  Ri  -,t(ru))))e--"°1/412  (103) 
and 
 CK(ru+  2,7u  ;  RI  A(ru)))+  (K  (ru  ,  ru  A;  -A  (ru))) 
                21r 5R,.(Sx(co,  ru ; 7L)Jeu"dco (104) 
where 
 RJA(ru)  =  Cr  L  —r  u,  0),  RI  -1(r  u)  -  A(T  =  CO,  ru  —2-L)  (105) 
 As previously mentioned, the explicit time variable can be considered as a 
parameter, and we can replace  ru by  r and  ,R2  Am by  R2rLr. Then, eqs.  (99)— 
(105) can be expressed as 
 (SH(co,  r ;  ri.))=  a  CS (w,  w;  R2r,r)) 
 —Sizico(CK(r  +A, ;  Ri  A(r)))+CK(r,  r  —A;  R'...A(r))))ruadA  (106) 
 Cif(r  +A,  r  ;  .01(r))+  CK(r,  r ;  RLA(r)))
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           1C       =CS(a) r  • rrulwAda, (107)        2
7r,H- 
where 
 R'  2(r)  =  Cr  -  r  ,  R'  -x(7)  =  -R1  A  (r)=CO,  -z  Li  (108) 
The above equations determined at the boundary points  ru are completely 
equivalent to eqs. (79) and (80) which are valid inside the two-dimensional tri-
angular time domain. Of course, this is directly obtainable from eq. (21) and the 
property of the explicit time variable as a parameter. As shown in eq. (107), 
the inverse Fourier transform of the one-dimensional local power spectral 
density matrix given by eq. (106) converges to the value of the co-variance 
matrix on the orthogonal line-segments,  Thei7,  r2=r and  r,  --r,  1-2,<r25r and 
one-half of the value of the co-variance matrix at the points  r,  =72,,  72=r and 
 =  r,  r2=  rt. However, as previously mentioned, the convergency of the inverse 
Fourier transform in the neighbourhood of the points  r,  =72  =  r would be poor 
even if the convergence to the value of the co-variance matrix at  r,  =1-2=r 
might be guaranteed, since this points corresponds to one of the boundary 
points, 2=0, of the implicit time variable. 
 The spectral density matrix defined by D. G. Lampard corresponds to the 
limiting case of the one-dimensional local power spectral density matrix defin-
ed by eq. (106) taking  r2,-^  —  00 for the case of the real-valued non-stationary  pro-
cess. Assuming the existence of the limit, 
 CS  H  (co,  v)  D  =  ff  (co,  r  ;  - )J  (109) 
we obtain the following expressions by using eqs. (84), (85), (106) and (107). 
 FI(W,  T))=.  (CK(7.  r- A;  R10.))e-i"+(K(r  ,  r  -  A  ;  Wo.)Dre  wOdA 
 0 
          SRI-                 (lifer+r ; RI—9)D + CK (7 ,- A ;  (110) 
    CK(r,  r  -  ;  0-))+  CI(  (7  ,  r+ A; 
 =CI(  +  A,  r  ;  R1-0)D  +  CK  (r  ,  -  A  ;  R10-)) 
              = 1   27r0r(C.5ff (w, r))e'w2 + CSK(w, r)Dre-P")do, 
1 
 - C,22((u, r)Je'"dw  (111)                  2
7r  JRim 
where 
 (  -  ,  0J,  R'  -(0,  cc)  (112) 
3. Input and output relations of the local co-variance matrix and the local 
   spectral density matrix 
 The deviation vector of the output response of a multi-input and -output linear 
discrete system with complex-valued time-variant coefficients subjected to a 
finite duration of a complex-valued non-stationary random input vector is given 
by the following  equation  : 
 {vd(r)}={v(r)} -E{v(r)}  =5  (ger,  IODD  (it  ;  p){ fd  (11)}CIP  (113)
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 E{12(7)}=7 Cg(r,  P):3  ;  El  ,,)E{ f(P)}dP+  {72  (r)}  1  (114) 
     { fd(P)} { f(P)} — E( f(u)}  (115) 
where  {Er)},  E{n(r)} and  {2d(7)} are a complex-valued output random vector, 
its mean vector and its deviation vector, respectively, and  {  f(p)}  ,  E{ f(µ)}, 
 {  !Km)} are the corresponding input vectors.  r and  12 are the real-valued time 
variables in  ( g  (r  „P)) is the unit impulsive response matrix of the time-
variant linear discrete system with complex-valued coefficients.  D(p  ;  R',,) is 
the cutoff operator defined by eq. (3). And  {72(r)}1 is the output response 
vector resulting from the initial conditions at  ,ot which is the lower boundary 
of  R111. For the sake of simplicity, the initial conditions are assumed here to 
be deterministic. For the case where the initial conditions are random, the 
following equations should be used instead of eqs. (113) and (114). 
 {12,(r)}  —  cg(r,  p)11)(tt  ;  E'„){  fd(P)}dP  +(i(7  ',)J{id  (P  L))  (116) 
      E{72,(7)} =Eger, ,e0DD(p ;  R'„)E{  f(P)}dat  Ci(r„aL))E{i(p})}  (117) 
where (i(z -, Pt)) is a unit impulsive response matrix related to the initial con-
ditions and  {i(pL)},  E{i(p,)} and  {id(PL)} are an initial random vector at  PL, 
its mean vector and its deviation vector, respectively. Under the assumption 
that  {i(!kr,)} is a deterministic vector, we have 
 E{i(PL)}-{KPL)},  {id(mt)}={0}  (118) 
Then, eqs. (116) and (117) are reduced to eqs. (113) and (114) by making use 
of the notation, 
 {v(7)h  ((Cr,  PL)J{i(PL)}  (119) 
 The input and output relation of the local co-variance matrix defined in the 
two-dimensional time domain is easily determined from eqs. (2) and (113) as 
follows  : 
 C.K(71,  72  ;  orR2rIra)) 
 =D(r„  r2;  dp,r  d1'2Cg(r  1,  P  O)OE  pz  ;  ,R2pimng(72,  # D* 
 (120) 
where subscripts I and 0 denote the quantities with respect to the input and 
the output, respectively. Substituting  0,/?2,,,—R2— in eq. (120), we obtain the 
co-variance matrix defined in  R2-. 
 The input and output relation of the two-dimensional local spectral density 
matrix can be obtained from eq. (120), by making use of its correspondence 
to the local co-variance matrix as a double Fourier transform. 
 CoS(alb  w2  orR2r,rz)D(2702"(GO)w1'°R'-)j(,S(a),',  oh'  ; t/Plzaz:))  
•  CG(<02,  (.02'  ;  oRiziD*thoi'd(02'   (121) 
where
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 CG  (On,  oh'  ; 012',-,)1)=50mrie-71wirctri(g(r,f())eic0,1,adu 
                            =5 (G(o),' ;r)je-.200,-(0,')2-d7  (122) 
                                      oRin 
and 
 [G(to,' ;  r)j  -  Cg(r,  ,(1)1e-.07-4,0°,4,11  (123) 
The quantity given by eq. (123) is the complex transfer function of the time-
variant linear discrete system, which means the frequency characteristics at 
time r. 
 As mentioned above, the local co-variance matrix of the output can be ex-
pressed as the inverse double Fourier transform of the two-dimensional local 
spectral density matrix of the output, that is, 
 ColC(ri,  72;0)R21-172))  -  ( 70°  5R2eci0S((oi,  02; 0.R27,72)1e)Cuiri-(022-2)dohda1/2  (124) 
Therefore, the co-variance matrix of the output, defined in  R°,, can be given 
by the following formula from eqs. (121) and (124)  : 
 (oIC(7,,  72))=  C0K  CT,,  r2 ; 
         1             =ai                       CoS((ol2 ; R2m)DeJ(WRI-0)272)d(04(02            (27)2RC
, 
        =  
 (2r.)4R.doh' do,215R2e.dohtlio2CG (col ,;R'co)) OS (oh(02' ; ,R20,02)) 
 'CG  (M2,  (02'  ;  RC:)re:7(0,in  -E022-2)  (125) 
 On the other hand, substituting  ,,R2r,z2=R2- and the integral representation 
of the local co-variance matrix of the input similar to eq. (124), in eq. (120), 
we can obtain another expression of the co-variance matrix of the output as 
follows  : 
 Calf  (T1,  72))  =(217)25RJOS(0)11,Oh' ; 71,72) je/(Witrt-0O2.rr2)(10)i'dahr 
                          Cw•7r)Dchorico                  (27r)20I'2;1,2'           1'2  (126) 
where 
 (0.8  (a.),  oh' ;  71,  70)  =  (G(NI' ;  71)) ChS  (0):,  (02'  :  IR2,0(03DCGC(02' ;  72)J*  (127) 
 CoS(ohr,  (oz' ;  r1,  72))  =  CX(6): ;  71))(,S(WIll  co,' ;  IR=  mp2)JCX  0)29 ;  72))* (128) 
and 
 X(a), ;  1-,)J=  [G(841  ;  Cg(r,  ,  11)10='  mdu  (129) 
As regards the quantities given by eqs. (127) and (128), the following relations 
are  valid  : 
 CoS((0/',  ;  71,  704'K=  CoS((02',  oh' ;  r2,  71)) 
 [0:C(0)1',  (02'  ;  r1,  72))*-  CO3((02',  co'1 ;  r2,  71))  (130)
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The quantity expressed by eq. (129) is the output response of the time-variant 
linear discrete system subjected to a complex harmonic excitation. 
 Both eqs. (125) and (126) are the spectral representations of the co-variance 
matrix of the output. Indeed, eq. (126) can be obtained from eq. (125) by using 
the following  equation  : 
      Rio.i,CG(woil; RC))elahridoo=5dr(G(o),'; r)Devw,'12&vie-.;(r                                                                                                                   .1. 
 =•27r(G  (col  ;  1-‘))0,0,rr.   (131) 
However, it should be noted that the output spectral density matrix used in 
eq. (125) does constitute a pair of Fourier transforms with the co-variance 
matrix in  R2.., but that used in eq. (126) does not. In the following, we will 
generally discuss the relations between the local co-variance matrix of the out-
put and the two kinds of two-dimensional spectral density matrices given by 
eq. (121) and eq. (127), respectively. Denoting the integrand in eq. (121) as 
 CoS((Ul,  ;  0h,  (02'  ;  OrR2rirz) 
 —CG(cor,  oh;  0M-DX/S(0h',  oh'  ;  tR2Al22))CG(coz,  (02'  ;  oRir.2))*   (132) 
and putting 
 COI"  =Oh—  CO:  (133) 
in eq. (122), eq. (132) can be expressed as follows. 
 CoS(Ul,  ;  012,  (02'  ;  R2/4140,  orR2r1r2)) 
 COg(0)1",  ;  w2'' ;  R2o,o2,  orR27,1-2)D 
 —CONI",  ;  0R1r,)  DC/SOW,  W2'  ;  ,R2mip3)CO  C(02",  (02'  ;  2R'r2))*  (134) 
where 
 CO((t)g"  ,  ;  oRli-,))=SownCG(o),'  ;  r)Je-Poinrdr  (135) 
Since the following equations are valid, 
 1               G( •'jei           2:r5RI-"'wtrickth 
              =  
                 22rRIDJclt[C(ao' ; 7))0w,'=-C                                                     Rdake-i(r-roah                                  °' 
 =  Deri  ;  °RIC  CG  (ah'  ;  1))00);  (136) 
and 
 1     e,5 CO (wit'; 0R12-,))e.fio,"rdho," =-1-5 CG(coa'; r))5tho,"e-)(r-rOw," 
  zar Rio.227 oRir, 
 =D(7,  ;  oR'r,)CG  (Wit  ;  71))  (137) 
the inverse double Fourier transforms of eqs. (132) and (134) result in 
 D(ri,  r2  ;  orirrir000S(wi'.  a)2'  ;  VI;  r2).)el(ohir,  —1021r2) 
 colcuz 
 DCoS(ah,  ;  002;  04'  ;  /R2111/12,  OrR2nr2))  (138) 
 rire 
and
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 D(r„  12  ;  DTR21,rz)  CoS  OW,  (02'  ;  1,,  TO) 
                   D  Cog(oh",  oh' ;  oh", ; 'R21-rm2.  orR2nr2))  (139) 
 2-,r2 
 0)10)2  ohoh 
where the symbols D, D and D denote the double Fourier transform, the  in-
           :en  Tire 
vers double Fourier transform and a pair of the double Fourier transforms, 
respectively. Therefore the local co-variance matrix can be expressed by 
making use of the quantities defined by eqs. (132) and (134) as  follows  : 
 (002 
 (oK(T1,  T2;  OrR2T62))DC0S(C01,  co,  ;  02R2TIT2)3 
 2-12-2 
                                 1  WirW21 
                      (2702S-1E0SC(01;;  oh,(02' ; (R2(402, 22R22-112))  (140) 
                 1     C
oK(T1,T2 ; 22R2v,r,))--(2702S-'1)(n,; orRt.-,2-2)CoS (oh', oh' ; Tt,12))0C(w'rt -‘02'r2) 
                                 1  00021  COt0o2  S-i D C




   CoK(ri, 72  ; oler,r2)) D Cog (w1", (02" ;  T1,  T2; orR2r,r2)3 
                     D  Cog((01",  ;  Oh", ; (R20,142,  0,R22-frz))  (142) 
 rer2 
 oh'oh' 
   12K(n,  T2;  22R2r,r2)) D  D(ri,  12 ; er.R2r,r2)(85(ohr,  012'  ; /1,12)) 
                   D (og(oh",  oh' ;  oh",  (021 ; (R2  Th(0,0R2r152))  (143) 
 Tin 
 oh,o2
where the symbol denotes the integral operator with respect to  oh and  w2 
over the two-dimensional full domain  R2co, and the quantity,  CoS(miu  , (02"  ;  11,12  ;
 2,R21,r2)) appearing in eq. (142) is 
 Cog  (oh  ";  oh" ;  Tr,  T2;  wR2r,r2))=  (21202  SR2.da1'  doh'  to,iro 
                           S(0,I•(02'•II;22))e-Kw,",11-032"A2)  (144)          ident,21.cIA2(0 
From eqs. (140)—(143), it is shown that the local co-variance matrix is de- 
                                                        1<0.'0:2'(010)2 termined by operating the double operator,--(2i5-2- D to eq. (132) or D D 
to eq. (134) and that the threekinds oftwo-dimensionalspectral density ma- 
trices,  CoS(oh,;  arR2rir2)). CoS(ohi,  oh' ;n,  /2)) and Cog(oh", (02"  ;  T,,  r2  22R2r,r2)) 
 are obtainable in the intermediate step of operations by changing the order 
of the elemental operators of the double operators. And also, from these equa-
tions the following relations can be  found  : 
                             S(,S(w1,(02 ;1emicoirisioS(wl,;  71;T2)3tefros-,dridT2            (27023orR2r,r oh  (02 
 (145)
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 105(0)1,  (02;  orR2z-,i-DD 
             =
(27(),Refrorn*CS(o,h; r,,r2 ; 0,R2v,r2)>epon-2dridt2 (146)                                       20„W R 
Although the local co-variance matrix  CoK(71,  72  ;1)(R22-0-2)) associated with the 
output of the time-variant discrete linear system can be obtained by operating 
the inverse double Fourier transform to any one of the three kinds of two-
dimensional spectral density matrices, defined in a finite domain  0,1221-0-2, 
 CoS((01,  (02  ;  0,/Prin)),  D  Cr  1,  rz  ;  0,  R27.0  - OGS  ((  0  iv  oh'  ;  71,  r2)) and  Cog((01",  (02" ;  71,  72  ; 
 orR2tir2)), these quantities are different from each other in their spectral expres-
sions and have a different physical meaning. The two-dimensional local spectral 
density matrix,  COS((,,,  (1)20,R2D,r2)) which only constitutes a pair of double 
Fourier transforms with the local co-variance matrix is a set function of the 
two-dimensional time domain  0,R22-,r, as well as a function of the output fre-
quency variables  (0,,,  (02). The two-dimensional spectral density matrix,  D(1,, 
 72  ;13,-R27.-,ri)CoS(0),  r,  (02'  ;  71,  r,)) which contains time variables  (71,  r2) as the para-
meters has a form expressed as the product of the cut-off operator associated 
with the domain and a function of the input frequency variables,  ((01', 
 (029 and the time variables  (71,  to). The two-dimensional spectral density ma-
trix,  Cog((01",  We" ;  7,,  7, ;  0,R°:-,2-2)), which depends on the time variables,  (71,  72) 
as well as the domain  0,R2-(0-,, is a function of the difference frequency varia-
bles  (0),", 0)2") between the output and input.  It is clear that the local co-
variance matrix expressed by eq. (120) is independent of the choice of the 
lower limits of the double integral in eq. (120) provided they are smaller than 
the relevant lower limits of the two-dimensional domain of input  R2  pig, The 
two-dimensional local spectral density matrix,  CoS((  I,  oh;  0,R2r,r2)) expressed as 
eq. (121) is uniquely determined independently of the lower limits of the integral 
in spite of the dependence of the quantities similarly defined as eqs. (122) and 
(123) on the lower limit of integration. On the other hand, the other two-
dimensional spectral density matrix expressed as eq. (127) or (144) may be 
influenced by the choice of the lower limit of integration. That is, similar ex-
pressions to these two-dimensional spectral density matrices can be obtained 
according to the choice of the lower limit of integration. For the general case 
of a time-variant linear discrete system, however, all of these types of spectral 
density matrices of the output can not be expressed in terms of the co-variance 
matrix or the local co-variance matrix of the output, whereas the two-dimen-
sional local spectral density matrix  CoS(0,1,  (02  ;  0-R2r,z-2)) is given by the double 
Fourier transform of the local co-variance matrix  C0K(r1,  72  ; 
 In particular, for the case of a time-invariant linear discrete system the 
complex transfer function given by eq. (123) is reduced to 
 (G  (co,'  T)D  =5.  (g(7  ,K)Je-  .ar  -  a)aildp 
 =5  Ig(2))e-.Rodd2=  CCU(0,9  j  (147) 
Then, eqs. (122) and (135) result in 
 CG((0,,  ; (R1r,)D  = CG(joh  9D  5e-Rea-co.r)rdr                                                    (JP:,
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 =  CG(./(0);')DQ  (0);  —  (1),'  ;  oRi  v.)  (148) 
 CO(0),",  0),';  oTh-,)=CG(70),')JQ(w.":oRly,)  (149) 
where  Q(0);  R'r) is defined by eq. (20). 
 By making use of eq. (147), the two-dimensional spectral density matrix de-
fined by eq. (127) can be expressed as 
 Co5(0)11,  0)2'  ;  r  72))  CG(ft011)NtS(0)1',  (0)1 ;  1"2'122))CGC7o29J* 
 CoS(0)11,  0)29)  (150) 
It is noted that the two-dimensional spectral density matrix  GS(041',  012'  ;  r,,  72)) 
does not depend upon the time variables  (r,,  72) in the case of a time-invariant 
system. 
 On the other hand, the two-dimensional local spectral density matrix defined 
by eq. (121) is expressed in the following form by using eqs. (148) and (150) : 
                  C    CoS(wl,(02; orRCirD)= (21)2 )R2.C2(00 ;  oRCO  [GC7ohDR/S(0h',  co2'  ;  ,R2beiii0D 
 •CG  C1(029  *Q*((02—  ;  0121,-2)dah'do)21 
                   1                    = (2
r)2Q(0), ; okr,)*CeS(0),,w2)J*Q*(w2 ; 0R1r2) 
               CoK(7„  72;  orR2r,r2))  (151) 
 i-372 
When  okr, and  c,,R2r,r2 tend to  R'n, and  122. respectively, the following equation 
is  valid: 
 Q(0), ;  RC)  ---27re(a),)C1  (152) 
Therefore, eq. (151) is reduced to 
 CeS(ah,  0))  R2-))  -  CoStir2(wi,  (0))) 
 =  CG(  jo)DGS(0)1,  0)2  ;  dra,p2)JCG(9(02)D* 
 1„1,1„ 
 CeS(wi  ,  0)2)) C  CoK(71,  72))  (153) 
 7172 
  From eqs. (150) and (153) it is found that, for the case of a time-invariant 
linear discrete system, the two-dimensional spectral density matrix defined by 
eq. (127) is in accordance with the two-dimensional total spectral density 
matrix of the output which gives the co-variance matrix of the output by the 
inverse double Fourier transform. 
  Similarly, the two-dimensional spectral density matrix defined by eq. (144) 
can be reduced to the following form by making use of eqs. (150) and (153). 
 Cog  (o.  ",  ah"  ;r1,  72;  0.R2,-,42)) 
 Q(a)," ;  oRit-,)Q*(0)2"'0R'r2)(202CoS(0), ',0)2') jei(w,'D, -4,2'n)do), 'doh' 
                                      7 
 Q  (W," ;  oRI  n)Q*(0)2" ;  0R1,2)C0K(71,  72)11 C  CoK(71,  72 0,R27.),2-2))    (154) 
If  0/217-. and  0,R2Dir2 tend to  RC. and  R2co, eq. (154) is reduced to
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 log@th",  Oh"  ;  r1,  r2  ;  'reel]  (27r)20((01")0((02")Colf  (r',  72)) 
                    C  C0K(71,  72))  (155) 
  Eqs. (154) and (155) show that, in the case of a time-invariant linear dis-
crete system, the two-dimensional spectral density matrix defined by eq. (144) 
is expressed as the product of the co-variance matrix and the double Fourier 
transform of the two-dimensional time domain. Particularly, eq. (155) which 
means the concentration of the two-dimensional spectral density in the zero 
difference frequency,  (oh",  Oh")  =  (0,  0), for the case of the full domain  R2., is 
compatible with the accordance of the two-dimensional total spectral density 
matrix  CoS((01,  (02  ;  R2= 0)D which concerns the output frequency and the two-
dimensional spectral density matrix  f0S((011,  0)21)] related to the input frequency, 
as shown in eq. (153). But, if the input time domain  122.0,a2 is finite and the 
lower limits of integration  rib are taken  as  —  00<r,L<fi,L,  (i  =1, 2) in the first 
line of eq. (147), eqs. (153) and (155) are no longer valid even in the case of 
a time-invariant linear discrete system. In particular, when  1R2,4,,, tends to 
 R2_, eq. (153) represents the input and output relation of the two-dimensional 
total spectral density matrix under the assumption of its existence. 
 CoS(04,  (02;  R2.)J  =  CG(7(01))CIS  (oh  ,  (02;  R2—))CG(7(02))*  (156) 
The above equation is the result presented by J. S.  Bendatn. 
  The input and output relations of the one-dimensional local spectral density 
matrices defined by eqs.  (42), (43) and (56) respectively, are found from eq. 
(121) and their respective definitions as follows  : 
 ((01,  r  ;  ci.R2r1r2))  =   22rRIoS((01,w2 ; 0,R2r,7-2))e--.0”(2d(02 
                                                                      .. 
         = 1—DR'oRiz-2)cicoltG(col ,;dvCIS,(cott,v ; IR2p1122))      2z.Ri. 
 •C$(72,  V))* (157) 
 C0S2(7i,  w2;  orR22-0-2)D  =  27r  ,,,e,..,(0.5((01,  w2;  orR7riT2))e.noirld(01 
 = 1D(71 ;GR'r,)Swoor,dvCger1,O)GS2(),(02' ; ,R2/202))  27r  
•  CG((02,  w2' ;  oRIT-2))* (158) 
and 
 Co5(0), r  ;  op-R22r)]=  CO351(0),  r ;  02R22.„)Delsr 
                                                 ' 
              1
t 
 —2DO.•oR'r)e)wrdcoTG(o),co' ;  oR114r))5 dve—poty 
 'CiS(Vi,  V  ;  tR2„)DC,g(7,  0)* (159) 
To obtain the input and output relation of the one-dimensional local  Hermitian 
spectral density matrix defined by eq. (69), we must consider the auxiliary skew 
Hermitian matrix which is similar to that defined by eq. (93), 
 COS7ft(w,  r;  02R21,-,  a))  (I'COS(0),  r ;  0pR220)—a*C0S(04  r ;  opR22,-))* 
 (,SII  (co',  v  ;  r  a))=  aCIS(co',  v  ;  a*CIS(ol  v  ;  1122K„))*  (160)
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and a pair of conjugate linear operators. 
 H=27rD(r•'oR'r)ev-D5.                       dar(G(co,co';A4,-)D5dye-v(g(t , v)J* 
                                           I 
         1
n  =2Der  •0R1_)e-ch                       R.o'CG(o), to'; 0.1?1,1.„-)D*5dve.fio'i{g(r 24) 
I
 (161) 
Then the input and output relations of the one-dimensional local spectral density 
matrix  (SO and the auxiliary spectral density matrix  (Su') are expressed as 
 follows: 
 CoSH(0),  OpR2Ar,  a)  D=  (H+  H*  )5SH  (cut,  v  ;  a/2)  J 
 (H—  H*)[1.3  11'  (al  ,  v  ;  1122,,  a/2))  (162) 
 CoSil(q),  r ;  ovR2nr,  a)::=  (H—  H*)CISH(01  ,  v  ;  ,R2„,  aj2)) 
 (H+  H*)(IS  (wr,  v  ;  a/2)D (163) 
where 
 C/Sn(of  ,  v  ;  ,R2,„  a/2);  (1/2)(ISH(ol,  v ;  a)) 
 CIS,/  ((-0'  ;  11?%.,  a/2)J  (1/2)CrSui(0/,  ;  fR2„,  a))  (164) 
  From the two-dimensional spectral density matrix of the output defined by 
eq. (127) we can define the following two kinds of one-dimensional spectral 
density matrices for the output in the same way as we define the one-dimen-
sional local spectral density matrices from the two-dimensional local spectral 
density matrix. And they can be related to their relevant one-dimensional 
local spectral density matrices for the input as  follows: 
 (0,51(wl. ;  71,  72))—  2i5R,  coCoS(0),',  (02'; ri,  r2))e-iw,'r2d(02' 
 =CG(co,'  ;  0)57  dv0S,(c.h.  ,  ; ,R2a02)1Cg(1-2,  0))*  (165) 
 [052  ( 0/2' ;  71,  70)  27-  5R,_CoS(wit,  oh';71,  72)Deiwi'rldWir 
 5r1  dvCg(ri,  v)-K/S2(v,  oh'  ; /R2p,,,,))CG(oh'  ;  r2)J*  (166) 
As regards the two-dimensional spectral density matrix defined by eq. (144), 
similarrelations are obtained, that  is, 
    C0§,  (oh  ' ;  T1  2  :  OrR2TIT2)D  29L  _CR4o(0§(0411, ;  71, 72 ;OrR2r,r2))e—fio2"r2d(02" 
1
                                          )  =  2r D(72 ; oR1,2)5dwi'C6(col", oh'; oRirODS72dvOSI (0)1',1( ;aim)                         R.  
.  Cg(72,  1.))*ejwirri  (167) 
 COS2(<02"  ;  71, 72 ;  OTR2r,r2))=  s  1RicaCO:§.(tOi",  (02" ; 71,  72 ;  OTR27,r2))eflornrldahn 
 =   2ff D(r, ;  oRlr,)5  (1(02'5  dv(g(r  v))i,S(v,  ,  oh'  ;  IR2ma42)D 
 -(6(a),",  ;  oR,2-2)N—icat2-2  (168)
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  Particularly for the case of a time-invariant linear discrete system, the one-
dimensional total spectral density matrices for the output are expressed by 
using eqs. (148), (152) and (157)—(159) as  follows  : 
 CoSICeol,  72  ;  R2.0)—  CG(  fah  )DP  CiVC/Si(w1,v;  IR2.,122))Cg(72—  si)D* 
                     =  CG  (jail  )J5.3(w1  IR2gim)-2*Cg(72))* 
 =CO331  (col,  17)DC(oR(71,  12))  (169) 
 CoS2(ri,  w2;  RC);  =  Cg(71)>C,S(t-1,  ;  /R2p02)DCG(7t02)D* 
 71 
 to2 
 (02).C(2K(r1,  72))  (170) 
 72 
 (IS (m,  r  ;  RC))  =  CG(fw)DC/S  (o),  r  ;  ,R2x,)]*((g(r)j*enit) 
 CoS(w, 7)3CC01“),+ 2-,  r))  (171) 
Similarly, from eqs.  (165)(168) the following expressions are  obtained  : 
 CoS1(011'  ; 11,  r2))=  CG(jw1r)D5S1  (oil',  r2  ;  IR2p,122)J*Cg(72)D* 
 r2 
 =CoSt  (oh',  r2)JC(0K(r1,  17))  (172) 
 COS2(0)21  ;  71;  72))  COSI  (ri,  (02'))CCOK  (DI,  12))  (173) 
                                                           TT 
       Co:910h"  ; r„r2)) a(0)1")5Thoodw1PCG(7o1'))(CIS1(a1l,  r2  ;  IR2pLn2)) 
 *Cg(r7)j*)e.im'rt 
 r2 
 =  Vcor")1RI_CoSi(oh' ;  /2)J0'1'1'1-141: 
 w," 
 =2ir5(C01")CoK(ri,  72))CC0K(71,  72))   (174) 
 C0§2(CO2"  ;  n,  72))  =  276((-0211)COK(71;  2))C0K(71;  72))   (175) 
 In the special case of a time-invariant linear discrete system subjected to a 
stationary input, the well-known input and output relation of the power spectral 
density matrix in the stationary process is obtainable from eq. (153) or any 
one of the eqs.  (169)—  (173), if is replaced by  R2w and eqs. (28), (51) 
and (62) which are valid in the stationary process are taken into consideration. 
                  [oS(0)))----CG(1(0))5S(0))DCG(102))*  (176) 
4. Linear discrete systems subjected to quasi-stationary inputs 
 A quasi-stationary input vector  {  /(,o)}, is defined as the product of a deter-
ministic matrix  Ca(p)j, each element of which is a deterministic time function 
defined in  R'. and a stationary input vector  {0(.,1)}4'.
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 {  f  CP)}  =  Cau  en{  octo  }  (177) 
Hence, the mean and the deviation vector of the quasi-stationary input vector 
are given by 
 E{ f(ti)}=Ca(P)DE{0(11)},  {.11(P)}  -Ca(P)i{sbd(f)}  (178) 
 For a time-variant linear discrete system having an impulsive response matrix 
 Cg(7,  p)], we define the following modified impulsive response matrix  Cg„,(7„•)11, 
by right-multiplying the deterministic matrix  ((t(u)), to the original impulsive 
response matrix  (g(r,  fi)). 
 (gine  r  „etn-Cg(7,  fe)JCu(t))  (179) 
Hence, the new system characterized by the above defined modified impulsive 
response matrix  ['gm  (r,  P)), may be subjected to a stationary input vector hav-
ing the following co-variance matrix  GR(A)D, and the corresponding power 
spectral density matrix  CIS(o)j. 
                 CiS(w))CC/R(A))=E{0,10,+!1))-(0d(R)}*  (180) 
                                     A 
 Substituting eqs. (179) and (180) in eq. (120), the local co-variance matrix 
of the output is given by 
 CoK(7i,  r2;  D(r],  12 ;  orR2r,r2) Sri 0,571 dfi2Cg„,(r,,  t' )J 
                               •GR(ti-  it2));  gm  (12,  tt2)D*  (181) 
 The two-dimensional local spectral density matrix of the output is obtained 
from eq. (121) as follows by making use of eq. (28)  : 
 CoS(col,  wz  ;,),R2r,r2)D  2J/et:G.Oh, ;  0R'2-1)C83(a)9) 
 CG„.  (08,  ;  oRir2)D*da  (182) 
Similarly the two-dimensional spectral density matrices of the output defined 
by eqs. (127), (128) and (144) are expressed as 
 CoS(wi  (02' ;  rt,  r2)D  =  27(1)(a),'  -  co(,'  )(Gm  (oh'  ;  Th.):JC/S(ah9)CG.(0)21  ;  r2)D* 
 (183) 
 (05(C01% ;  71,  72)3  2716(Ohr  -(021)  CX.  (Ohl  ;  71,a/S(f019JCX,n(Ohr ;  72):1* 
 (184) 
 (0:§(CO/",  Oh" ;  71,  72  ;  orR2rin)D  =  22r  2,,?,2,000N,  ((DI  ",  ;  °IP  3DC  is  con)  
•  CO  (ah-  , ;  0M-,)jeKri-ra)ada  (185) 
Substituting eqs. (183) and eq. (184) into eq. (126) the co-variance matrix of 
the output is expressed as follows  : 
       (olC(7i,-2nr2))= ; ri)JCpS((us)DCGm  (a;  ;  72)Dtei(n---r2)(0'tho' 
               = I-1CX„,(of ; ri))0S(w')DCX„,(co' ; 72))*dcot  (186) 
                 27
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By making use of eq. (131), the same expression as above can be obtained by 
taking the inverse double Fourier transform of eq. (182) and replacing  orR2rir2 
by  R2... 
 The one-dimensional local spectral density matrices of the output are obtain-
ed from eqs. (157), (158) and (159) by taking into account of eqs. (51) and 
(62) as follows : 
                 1  C
GS,  (oh,  D2  ; orR2Dir2)) =2y1.D (T2  " oRir2)RimCG. (eh. ; °kr t)DCISW)D                                       
•  T2  dvEgn(r  2,v))*e- Jan, 
       1            D(r2-0R'r2)5CG.(0)1,; oRITIMSW)3[Xm(W' ; D2))*(ko'  (187) 
      27r' 
 CoS2  (ri,  (02  ;  0,R2r,r2))  =  2r  D(T1;  oRin)  5R,  codcorLdviga( r  „  v)Jena'v 
 •C(S(01))(G.,(w2,  ;  oRi  r2)J* 
       1        = D(r, ;  0121n)5Rico:X.(cot  ;  ri)JC,S(&))CG.  (eh,  ;  oRtrz))*dai'  (188) 
and 
 CoS(to,  7  ;OPR213  21r  D(r  ;  okr)efiRicadal(G„,(co,  co' ;0R1A+,-))EPS((09) 
                                   • C- dv(g„,(r p))*e—Adv
       1 
      =-2271)(r ; ORIP)01 Rica(G.(.0,; off A.,))(IS(o') DCX.(40' ; r)D *deo' 
 (189) 
From eqs. (86), (91) and (162), the one-dimensional local Hermitian spectral 
density matrices of the output defined by eq. (69) are given by the following 
equations, because the one-dimensional total skew Hermitian spectral density 
matrices are zero in the stationary  input  : 
 CoSn  (co,  r  ;  OR2Ar,  1))  = (lit  ±  Ht*)  CIS  ))  (190) 
              1   Hi=2r  D(r; otRi eiwiRicod0/ CG (04 ;  otRi  1+3) 
                   •51dve— iw (r,  (191) 
 C0SH  (co,  ;  0pR22.,  1/2)p2-1(Hp+  Hp*)itS(00)  (192) 
 Hp=  27r D(r  oPR'-)ei1R  daf(G,n(a),  of ; oRIA+0) 
 •LdVe—  Pig„,  (r,  v))*  (193) 
And also, by making use of eq. (51), the one-dimensional spectral density ma-
trices of the output defined by eqs.  (165) (168) are obtained as follows: 
 (0S1 (oh  ;  T1,  D2)3  -  (Gm  (col  ;  DI)  )  CIS  (to  i')XX  vt(c01'  ;  r2))*  (194)
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 GPS2(W2i  ;  r1,  72))  =  CXm(l02'  ;  r1)DCO3(0)20)1G.(0)2'  ;  r2))*  (195) 
 Cogi  (oh" ; r1,  r2;ZR.D(r2  ;  OR1r0  oncla/CO.(WI",  ;  oRitt)D                               
•  CIS  ((.0))12  th(g.,,,(r2,24)*e.Kr,-00i 
 = 2r;D(72•oR'n)5RI—                            CO. ((01",(0' ; oR'r,)JCIS(m')U,Th(ctil ; r2)]*eiritoidcot 
 (196) 
 C0§2(402"  ;  r1, r2 ;  0,-R2r,r2))—  1z  D (r,  ;  oR'n)5R,  deo'Sn  du(g„,(r„  v))eit6IP 
 
•  ((SW))  CO.  ((02",  (0'  ;  oR'r2)34`e—iy2w' 
        1  
        = 130-1• oR'r)5R' coEX(a • ri))1/S(00)(6.((02", (0' ;oR'r2))*e—iroldai   L7C 
 (197) 
Moreover, if we define the following two kinds of one-dimensional spectral 
density matrices based upon the two-dimensional spectral density matrix given 
by eq.  (128)  : 
 GA  ((U1r  ; r1,  r2))  =  27r  R,..00S(0)3'.  (o'  ; ri,  r2))do.)2'  (198) 
 C0S2(0)2' ;  r1,  72) =  RIcoCci((01',  (02'  ;  ri,  72)  )dehi  (199) 
 CoK  (Z-19  72))  =  CR  i.10:5  ;  ri,  r2)3d(011  --Ric.00S2  (Oh ;  71,  72)  th02' 
 (200) 
these two quantities defined by eqs. (198) and (199) become identical in the 
case of a stationary input. And they are expressed in the following form, as 
can easily be seen from eqs. (28) and (128)  : 
 CoSI  ((or  ;  71r  72))=  Co32(w' ;  71;  r2)3  =  CX„,(of  ;r0)C,S(w9)a„,(of  ;  r2))*  (201) 
The spectral representation of the co-variance matrix of the output, as given 
by eqs. (200) and (201), has already been shown by V. V.  Bolotin"'. 
 In particular, when the impulsive response matrix of the modified linear 
system  (gm(r,  /0), has the form of a time-invariant linear discrete system  (g„, 
 (r—I2)), and the finite time domains related to the output tend to infinite full 
domains, the spectral density matrices expressed as in eqs. (182)—(185) and 
 eqs. (187)—(199) are reduced in the following  forms  : 
 C0S((01  , ()2  ;  RC))  =  CoS((01,  (J2  ;  ri,  r2)) 
 —22th(oh  —  (02)CG.(  7(003  CAS  (00)(G.  (  ./(02))*  (202) 
 foR(ah,  (02  ;  rl,  r2))=22r0((01—  CX.( /col  ;  ri)DGS(a1))1X.(7(02  ;  r2))* 
 (203) 
where 
 CiLetwi ;  ri))=CG.(./(00J0.00rt 
 Co,§(0)1,  (02  ;  ri,  r2))=  (27()26((01)3((02)C0K(ri  —r2)  (204)
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and 
 CoSI  (o,  r2  ;  RC))  =  (031 (w1  ;  71,  r2))  CG,„(  fah))CIS(ah)DIX,,,(  jah  ;  72)3* 
 COS2  (r1,  (02  ;  RC))  =  COS2  (0)2  ;  71,  72)  J  =  (X.(  l(02  ;  71))DS(0)2)DCG.(  ./(02)D* 
 (205) 
 CoS  (0, r  ;  R2-))  CoSa  (w,  r  ;  1R2-,1))=  CoSH  (to, r  ;  R2c.„  1/2))
 =  Ca„  (  icy))  CtS  ((D  [Gm(j(0)*   (206) 
 (0§1  (0)  ;  r2))  =  C0§2(0)  ; rr,  r2))  2ra(w)C0K(ri  -  r2))  (207) 
 CO  SI  (0)  ;  71r  T2)  =  COS2  (0)  ;  71,  72)3  CX.(iw;  r  0)ItS(0))EX.,(  fa);  r2)3* 
 (208) 
However, if the original system is a time-invariant linear discrete system, the 
deterministic matrix  Ca  OD in eq. (179) should be a constant matrix in order 
that the modified system is a time-invariant linear discrete system.  Hence, the 
expressions given by eqs.  (202)-(208) are nothing but the input and output re-
lations of the various spectral density matrices considered in the case of a sta-
tionary process which are adaptable only to a time-invariant linear discrete 
system subjected to stationary input. 
 As a problem of the quasi-stationary input, the modified impulsive response 
matrix should be considered to be a time-variant type whatever the original 
linear system is. Thus the complex transfer matrix of the modified system is 
generally given by the following expression by making use of eqs. (123) and 
(179)  : 
 (Gm(2u*'  ;  ri))  =  21rt  CG(we ;  i)Mke  iwiTA  (-  icon)  (209) 
where 
 of 
 CAC  1  WODCCa(POD  (210) 
 Pi 
Particularly when the original system is a time-invariant linear discrete system, 
the above equation is written as follows by using eq. (147). 
 CG,„  (we  ;  r  1))  =  217rCG( jcoirn*e-no,'CAC-jun'))
            1.               --
27re-yr,w,'  (G(js))(21(j  (s  -con)Jen-ads  (211) 
Therefore, in the case of a time-invariant linear discrete system subjected to a 
quasi-stationary input, the local co-variance matrix and the various spectral 
density matrices of the output which are given by eqs.  (181)---(201) are written 
by making use of the following  expressions  : 
 Cg„  (7s,  Cg(7i  POD  Ca  (POD  (212) 
 (X,„(ws'  ;  rs)1  =  CG.(coi'  ;  ri)10(01r, 
 1  
 2r.CR i:G(j s)DCACi— an' Menisds  (213)
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 CG.(cot,  we'  ; ',RC))  =  27,L,codsCG(is))CA(l(s—we'))) 
                           )oRtr,cirge-i(wcs)ri (214) 
      Cam(ws", we'  ;  oRir,)D  mi.ds(G(  js)DCA(  j  (s  -  (on))                                  
• 
oRindr te- Kuhl' + —  s)r,  (215) 
In particular, when the finite time domain tends to the full time domain, eqs. 
(214) and (215) are expressed as follows: 
 CG..(eoz,  oh'  ;  RC)),  -  CG(  icoi)DCAU  (cot-  coz')))  (216) 
 Can  (oh",  ;  -CG(7(wi"+(o,'))D(44(joh"))  (217) 
Hence the various spectral density matrices of the output, each of which is 
definable in the relevant full time domain, are written as follows in the case of 
a time-invariant linear discrete system  subjected to a quasi-stationary  input  : 
 CoS(ah,  w2  ;R2,0)  =  2n  CG(iwil.m,onC/1  (./ (f01  - (01)))CIS(w')) 
                          
•  CAC  (oh-  w')))*(ko'CG(ic02))*  (218) 
 CoS(oh  1,  wo';  71  72))  =27th(cot  '  -(02')Cam(ah';  /O)C:S(0h  ')J  Cam(t02';  r2))* (219) 
 CeS((01',  (02'  ;  71,  r2))  =  2n5(oh  —  co21)(XmCco,' ;  GS(<011))C,Cm(o2' ;  72)J* 
 (220) 
 C0:5(04".  oh"; r,,  72  ;R2m))=1.1,..CG(i  (COI"  ±(05))(11(7(01"))C/SQ05) 
•  CA(9(02"))*CG(i  (0)2"  +  (09))*6(ri-r2)cot  (221) 
 CoSI(ah,  r2 ;  RC)D=  217r  CGClai3:3  Cio,  CA  Ci  —aMDCPS((01)DCX,Th(a?  ;  72))*(kol 
 (222) 
 CoS2(ri,  w2;  R2.)J  27r  Sie.CX,n(to' ;  71)JC,S(w9D  CA(i W2  -  (01)]*dolCG(./(02))* 
 (223) 
 CoS(w,  r; /22.))- 217-reiwitG(j(0))fRice (A(.1 (co - oil)))CIS (a))cx„,(co';  z))*tho' 
 (224) 
 CoSTE(o),  r;  1/2))=4n(0":G(  Po)]  SR  JA(  j(w-  co')))C,S(&)) 
•  CX,„(ail  ;  r))*(lail 
           Ro.CX.(co'  ; T)DEIS(af)DCA(Kai—(09)D*cho'CG(i0))*)  (225) 
             i 
 CoSI  (OW  ;r1, r2)) =  CG.(0)1' ;  TOD  C7S(col  ')J  CX”.(col' ;  72))*  (226) 
 CoS2(a)2' ;  r2))=CX.((02' ;rI)JC/S(0)29)CG4(02' ;  r2))*  (227) 
 Cogi  (oh"  ;2-1, r2 ; R2—):3= 21,1RI.CG(i (oh"  +  co'  ))DCA(RI),"))CIS  (a))
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                          •CX„,(Of ;72))*Onadal (228) 
   Cogi((02";71,  r2; R2—)3— 2ir.CCX.(for ; 71)DCo9(of ))CA(/012"))* 
 •CG(KW2"±(09))*e—frzoitho'  (229) 
where 
 (Ifis(cot  ;  r))=  27rRico(G(js))CA(j(s  -  o")))einds 
 (Gm(w' ;  r))--e-J0/2-(X.  (co'  ,  r))=  RioolG(iS))CA(i  —(0')))00-002-dS 
 (230) 
 In the special case where the deterministic matrix  (a(p)) is a constant matrix, 
eqs.  (218)-(229) are reduced to the input and output relations of the spectral 
density matrices in a stationary process by making use of the following  equations: 
 [A(  jof))  -271.8(ail)  Cap,  CG„,(co'  ;  r))-(G(  jcvs))[a)  (231) 
 CX.(e)',  7)D  =  CGU(0')DCaDen-a  =  CX(./(09)CaD  (232) 
In the substitution of eq. (231) in  eqs. (221), (228) and (229) it is noted that the 
following expression can be used: 
 CO.;((01",  oh'  ;  RC))  22rB(cos")  CG  (Kali"  +0)1)))=27r6(04")1G(i  wt.)] 
 In the above, the problem of a time-variant linear discrete system subjected 
to a quasi-stationary input is discussed by replacing it by a modified time-variant 
linear discrete system subjected to a stationary input. Of course, this problem 
can be directly treated as a special case of a time-variant linear discrete system 
subjected to non-stationary input discussed in the preceding section. In general, 
in order to make use of the input and output relations of the local co-variance 
matrix and the local spectral density matrices, we introduce the modified deter-
ministic matrix of the quasi-stationary input which is defined by 
 Cam  (ti  ;  IRIOD  -D  CP ;  iR',,)  Ca  (P)3  (233) 
Then the local co-variance matrix and the local spectral density matrices are 
determined as  follows  : 
 CIK(P1,  it2  ;  1,R2,“„mz))-  D  (PI  „a:  ;  ,R2mi”,)  Ca  (11))CTR(pI  -  P2)31  a  (PO)* 
 =Can,(P,  ;  IR'ist)31,R(PI  ;  1R1p0)*  (234) 
                         SCpS(eg, 1,eth' ; 7,R2m,,uW-3CA,n(j  (air'  - s)  ;  IR'A))CIS(s)) 
 
•  CA.(  (CO21  —  .9)  ;  IRI,u3D*ds  (235) 
 v ;  ,„R2,) ,D  =  2n 7D (L) ;R .CA.Ci Col  -  s)  ; 1.12'.+0] 
                                                                 ) 
 •CIS(s))(a(p)Dtris”cls  (236) 
and so on, where 
 CA.C.fior  ;  ,R1,)DCCani(P  ;  IMO)  (237) 
By substituting these quantities in the general input and output relations given in
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      the preceding section, we can generally obtain the local co-variance matrix and 
     the one- or two-dimensional local spectral density matrices of the output of a 
      time-variant linear discrete system subjected to a quasi-stationary input. 
       In particular, the two-dimensional total spectral density matrix of the output 
 CoS(0)1, w2 ;  RC)) of a time-invariant linear discrete system subjected to the origi-
     nal quasi-stationary input is obtained in the same expression to that of eq. (218) 
     by substituting eq. (235) in eq. (153). As shown in eq. (153), in the case of a 
      time-invariant system, the two-dimensional spectral density matrix CoS(w,  1,  (02'  ; 
 1,,  r2)), defined by eq. (127), has the same form as the two-dimensional total 
     spectral density matrix  CoS(to,,  coz  ;  RC)) and it does not depend upon the time 
     variables r, and  12. However, the expression given by eq. (219) which is derived 
     by using the modified time-variant linear discrete system contains the time vari-
     ables even in the case of a time-invariant linear discrete system, hence it is dif-
     ferent from the expression of  CoS(oh,  co2  ;  R2.)) although both of them are maped 
      to the co-variance matrix of the output by the inverse double Fourier transform. 
      In similar fashion, the one-dimensional total spectral density matrices,  CA  (w1,12  ; 
 R2.)),  CoS(r  „  ;  R20.,)) and  CoSN,  ;  RCOD of a time-invariant linear discrete 
     system are obtained from eqs. (169), (170) and (171) in the same expressions 
     as eqs. (222), (223) and (224) by making use of the corresponding one-dimen-
     sional total spectral density matrices of the original quasi-stationary input which 
     are given by the following forms,  respectively  : 
 (co,; RC)) =  (270C2CAU (")E'S(wr)i 
 dsCA(7(s  —  w')))*e-  (238) 
 CiS2(K,  co2" ;RC))  —  (2702  C  todail  IR,  _ds((  A(  j (s—oil))Dehg(iS(co')) 
 
•  CACI  (6)21  —(09))*  (239) 
 CfS(0)',  v ;  R2.))—eno'y  (TS,(uf  ,  v ;  RC))  (240) 
     As in the two-dimensional case, it can be shown that for a time-invariant linear 
     discrete system, the one-dimensional spectral density matrix,  CoSt(w,'  ;  Tir  12)) and 
 CoS2(w2r ;  ri,  r2)1, are reduced to the same expressions as those of  CoSi  (w1,12  ;  R2./1 
     and  CoS2(ri,  (02 ;  R2.,)) which are given by eqs. (222) and (223) respectively. How-
     ever, the expressions of eqs. (226) and (227) which are derived by using the  mod-
     ified time-variant linear discrete system are different from the expression of  (GS, 
 (oh,  12  ;  R2—)) and  CoS2(71,  w2 ;  R2,,)) except for the special case of a time-invariant 
     linear discrete system subjected to a stationary input. This discrepancy between 
     the total spectral density matrices of the output and the corresponding spectral 
     density matrices of the output represented by using the input frequency parameter 
     substantially arises from the possible variety of definition of the latter spectral 
     density matrices. In general, the co-variance matrix of the output of a time-
      variant linear discrete system subjected to the finite duration of a non-stationary 
     input can be expressed in terms of the modified impulsive response matrix and 
     the co-variance matrix of the non-stationary input as follows, as in the case of 
     the quasi-stationary  input  :
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 CoK(71, DO)dtil5rzr2z.dP2Cgm (r,,;R11.0)01(021.te2)3Cgm(r2,  P2;  RIp2))* 
 C'D  <ra_tta  (241) 
where 
 Cgm(ri,  pi  ;  ,R1p,)D—D(11,  ;1121/4)(g(r,,  pt))  (242) 
From eqs. (6) and (241), the two-dimensional spectral density matrix with respect 
to the input parameters is given by 
 CoS(col',  (02'  ;  rl,  r2)D  =  CG.  (wit ;  ri ;  ,R'm„  riz)DCIS(wi'  ,  (02' ;  RC))  
•  CG„,(0)2' ;  r2  ;  ,R'rn,12L))*  (243) 
where 
 CGm  Ca  oil  ;re;  112'4, tin)3— rLig„,(r,,P,;iligra)Je—ler.—pOunidP2 
 CID  <raPIL  (244) 
This expression clearly depends on the lower limits of the  integral,  ran'S, and 
hence it does not always agree with the expression given by eq. (127). if either 
of the input time domains,  IR'in's is finite, even in the case where the original 
system is a time-invariant linear discrete system. Only in the case where a 
time-invariant linear discrete system and the input domain  1R2p,p2=  RC are con-
sidered do the two kinds of the two-dimensional spectral density matrices given 
by eqs. (127) and (243) become identical. After all, the spectral density matrices 
of the output expressed by using the input frequency parameter are rather lim-
ited and vague spectral notions in the sense that they are only applicable to the 
output of a linear system and that they may have different forms depending upon 
the possible expression of the co-variance matrix of the output. And also it is 
a disadvantageous property of these kinds of spectral density matrices that al-
though they can be  maped to the co-variance matrix of the output by applying 
the relevant inverse Fourier transform operators, the operators deriving them 
from the co-variance matrix can not always be found. On the other hand, the 
local or the total spectral density matrices are the general spectal notions which 
are adaptable to any non-stationary random vector and each of these kinds of 
spectral density matrices constitutes a relevant pair of Fourier transforms with 
the local co-variance matrix or the co-variance matrix of the random vector. 
 In the above we have considered a linear discrete system subjected to a quasi-
stationary random input vactor. In the remainder of this section we shall con-
sider a similar case as the above in which a linear discrete system is applied to 
a locally stationary random input vector introduced by  12. A.  Silverman". The 
co-variance matrix of the locally stationary input vector may be expressed by 
the following  form  : 
            P2))=[a( +2112)1irR(PI —P2))[a( Pi +2112) (245) 
 Hence the two-dimensional total spectral density matrix of this random input is 
given by 
 CIS(coir,  (oz' ; R2.)D 
      =[a(  PI-4-112 ) 512(PI—p[a(PIP2)1e-2(aa'fil—‘02'n2)disida2 
      JR2.,2
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                                                                             -,w2r)        —Cia(RI) DDR (122)) la (i2 )]*e-)(,0,' -rna')/ite )azdflidP2 
                                - 271L-CAU(c°:sMLIS( (0.20)21)1(co'2(A(- js))*ds  (246) 
Similarly the one-dimensional total spectral density matrix is expressed by 
   CIS(co' v  ;R2m))=5R'Ja(2+0.1C/R(P) )[ a (2+)*e - joladif 
      =1(awed  CA(2jw')))*5  S  (0)9  >  (e2.fr  a  (  -  2/  )*) 
 fill 
      -(2702 cid 2,5do)2'e-)Pw215Thr,ds(11( j( '-012' S)))1-/S( ±W2')1 
, 
•  CA(-  js))*  (247) 
Therefore the local co-variance matrix and the one-and two-dimensional local 
spectral density matrices of the output of a time-variant linear discrete system 
subjected to the above random process are easily obtainable according to the gen-
eral input and output relations described in the preceding section by making  use 
of the modified impulsive response matrix  Cg„,(z-,  p;  1R',)) defined by eq. (242). 
5. Conclusive Remarks 
 In relation to the statistical design method of anti-earthquake structures for 
moderately intense excitations, some basic studies on the statistical quantities 
in the non-stationary stochastic processes are described in this paper, and the 
input and output relations of such statistical quantities in the case of a multi-
input and output, time-variant, linear discrete system are presented. 
 At first, the local co-variance matrix of the complex-valued non-stationary 
stochastic process, which is defined as the product of the two-dimensional cut-
off operator and the co-variance matrix, is introduced as the basic statistical 
quantity in the time domain. And then, the two-dimensional local spectral den-
sity matrix and the several kinds of one-dimensional local spectral density mat-
rices, which are defined as the conjugate double and the single Fourier transforms 
of the local co-variance matrix respectively, are presented as the basic quantities 
in the frequency domain. It is shown that the appropriately defined one-dimen-
sional local spectral density matrices are equivalent to the power spectral density 
matrices in the non-stationary stochastic process in the sense that the integrals 
of these one-dimensional spectral density matrices over the finite time domain 
result in the local energy spectral density matrix which is obtained from the 
two-dimensional local spectral density matrix defined in the finite square domain 
by equating the two frequency variables. And also it is found that as the limit-
ing case of the one-dimensional  Hermitian local power spectral density matrix 
introduced in this paper, the spectral density matrix of a non-stationary stochastic 
process which is presented by  D. G. Lampard is obtainable. Moreover, it is 
shown that the one-or two-dimensional local spectral density matrices can be ex-
pressed as the weighted averages of the corresponding one-or two-dimensional 
total spectral density matrices defined in the respective full time domains. 
 Secondly, for the multi-input and-output linear discrete system having the com-
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plex-valued time-variant coefficients, the input and output relations of the local 
co-variance matrix and the one-or two-dimensional local spectral density 
matrices are presented. In particular,  far the case of a linear discrete system 
having real-valued time-invariant  coefficients. the input and output relation of the 
two-dimensional total  spectral density matrix is found to be reduced to the result 
presented by J. S. Bendat. In these relations, the one-or two-dimensional local 
spectral density matrices of the input and output are used to constitute the respec-
tive pairs of the single or the double Fourier transforms with the local co-variance 
matrices of the input and output. However, particularly in regard to the output of 
a linear system, the spectral density matrices which give formally the co-variance 
matrix of the output by the inverse Fourier transform operators, but have different 
expressions from the relevant total spectral density matrices of the output, are 
obtainable. It is shown that  these kinds of spectral density matrices expressed 
in terms of the input frequency parameters may have different forms depend-
ing upon the possible expressions of the co-variance matrix of the output, except 
for the special case of a time-invariant linear discrete system subjected to the 
infinite duration of a random input. In these aspects, it is suggested that the 
local or the total spectral density matrices defined as the Fourier transforms of 
the local co-variance matrix or the co-variance matrix are the most reasonable 
and generally applicable spectral notions in the non-stationary stochastic process. 
Here it is noted that the local co-variance matrix is exactly in accordance with 
the co-variance matrix of the non-stationary process in the defining time domain 
and the value of the co-variance matrix inside the domain can be uniquely de-
termined from the spectral density matrices defined in any domains containing 
the defining domain by the relevant inverse Fourier transforms. And also it is 
noted that local spectral density matrices of a non-stationary process are ex-
pressed by the weighted average of the corresponding total spectral density 
matrices and in general the local spectral desity matrices are given by the con-
volution of the Fourier transform of the defining domain and the local spectral 
density matrices defined  in any domain containing the defining domain. As a 
rule, since the local co-variance matrix and the corresponding local spectral 
density matrices associated with a  prescribed domain can be found from those 
defined in any domain containing the defining domain, the larger the defining 
domain the more information is obtainable in both the time and the frequency 
domain. However, it will not always be possible to acquire a perfect knowledge 
of a non-stationary process in the full time domain. And also, if such knowledge 
were available, the convergence of integral transforms defined in the infinite 
time domain would not always be guaranteed for the general non-stationary 
process even in the generalized sense. Moreover, the time-dependence of the 
spectral characteristics of a non-stationary process may not be precisely detected 
from the local spectral density matrices defined in the large time domain. On 
the other hand, it is noted that as the defining time domain becomes smaller 
the resolvability of the frequency characteristics may decrease. Hence, in order 
to estimate the time-dependence of the spectral characteristics of a non-stationary 
process, it is important to select a pertinent defining domain of the local spectral 
density matrices. Here, it is mentioned that for the case where the co-variance 
matrix in the full time domain can be predicted, the one-dimensional total spectral
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density matrices containing a time parameter present at least one aspect of the 
time-dependent spectral characteristics of the non-stationary process under the 
condition of their existence. And also it should be noted that the local co-variance 
matrix and the one-and two-dimensional local spectral density matrices constitute 
the respective pair of Fourier transforms and that they are all the additive set 
functions of the defining time domain. This shows that the local spectral density 
matrices defined in a domain give the complete knowledge of the co-variance 
matrix inside the defining domain and that the sum of the local spectral density 
matrices defined in the disjunctive domains gives the local spectral density ma-
trix associated with the sum of the domains. For instance, if the value of the 
co-variance matrix  LK(  ri,  r2):1 is neglegible in the domain  ;71  —72>a or if we 
restrict a priori our interest in the domain  Irk—1721< 121=  Irl  z-21  a, the re-
quired information in the domain between the two parallel straight lines,  r2=ri  -eat 
or in the infinite strip region being parallel to the  r-axis and having the width 
2a in the direction of 2, can be determined from the local co-variance matrix 
and the local spectral density matrices  defined in a series of square domains 
each side of which is parallel to the  r,  -or r2-axis and has the side-length 4a, 
and which have their centers at a series of points,  '7=71=72-21na+b, where  bz 
takes the values, 0,  +I,  +2,... and b is an arbitrary constant. That is, from the 
local co-variance matrix and the local spectral density matrices defined in the se-
ries of square domains, we can determine those associated with a series of the dis-
junctive parallelogram domains enclosed by the lines,  z-2  =  71+  a and  r2=  (2»1+ 
 +b. And, by adding these quantities, the local co-variance matrix and the local 
spectral density matrices in the sum of the parallelogram domains and taking the 
limiting case, those in the infinite strip region,  arc obtainable. And also once 
the information in a broad domain is found the local quantities associated with 
any domain contained within the domain are uniquely determined. In the above 
discussion, in the case where only the local co-variance matrix and the one-di-
mensional spectral density matrices are concerned, the defining domain of such 
quantities is reduced to the one-dimensional time domain  11-1—  r21  a or  121a, 
because the variable  72 or  r  can be considered as a parameter. 
 Finally, as the non-stationary input process most applicable to earthquake 
engineering the quasi-stationary random process introduced by V. V.  Rolotin as 
well as the locally stationary random process presented by  R. A. Silverman are 
considered and the basic statistical quantities presented in this paper, such as 
the local co-variance matrix and the local or total spectral density matrices, with 
respect to the output response vector of a multi-input and-output, time-variant, 
linear discrete system subjected to these input random vectors, are estimated. 
And it is shown that as a special case of the time-invariant linear discrete system 
subjected to a stationary input random vector, the input and output relations of 
the co-variance matrix and the one-or two-dimensional total spectral density ma-
trices are reduced to the well-known results in the stationary random process. 
 In this paper, since the analysis of a  non-stationary stochastic  process has 
been carried out mainly from the mathematical point of view, the averaging 
operator always means the ensemble average and the time domain considered 
is not always restricted to the past time domain. However, in relation to an 
experimental technique using a realizable filter with a finite time constant, the
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so-called short-time auto-correlation functions and power spectra have been intro-
duced by R. M.  Fano'°' and were extended by M. A. Schroeder and B. S.  Atal'". 
Since these investigations were made for the purpose of the analysis of a sample 
random function of a non-stationary stochastic process, the averaging operator 
has meant always the time average and the time domain considered has been 
always restricted to the past time domain. In the appendix which follows these 
notions will be expressed in matrix forms as the short-time correlation matrix 
and the short-time power spectral density matrix. And it will be shown that 
the ensemble averages of this shot-time correlation matrix and power spectral 
density matrix are expressed as the weighted averages of the local co-variance 
matrix and the local spectral density matrices defined in the semi-infinite square 
domain  R2  _cor, 
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 Appendix  ; Short-time correlation matrix and power spectral density matrix 
            of a non-stationary random process 
  In this appendix, we extend the short-time autocorrelation functions and power spectra 
of a random sample functions, introduced by R. M. Fano, M. R. Schroeder and B. S. 
Atal. to the matrix formulae which concern a random sample vector and show their 
relations to the local co-variance matrix and the local spectral density matrices of a 
non-stationary stochastic process. First, we introduce a weighted random process  {X(te, 
r)} which is defined as the product of a deterministic weighting function  it,(7  —  I  t) and a 
non-stationary stochastic process  {e(p)}. Here, the fuction  tvEs) is characterized as zero
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in the domain (—cc, 0) and when  te tends to  CO. Then, for a random sample function 
 {X(p, r)}5, the energy spectral density matrix of the function  [G(w,  t-)J and its Fourier 
transform  Cco(2,  r)) are expressed as follows : 
 CG(M,r)).=0R,c,,t24(11, r)hemiwadIt)(fwoo{Ep, 7)}se- iwad12)* 
     =Swo,w(r 121){e(111)}2{e(p2)}rte(r — p2)e-  icurn,'"'d  aid  s z
 =1R213(111,  2 ; R2-.r)tv(2-  —pl)fe  (POI  p2)}f  20*(7  —pa)e-FaraMcdpid  pz 
 —  (2r)2  ((florW(—(0))*{F  ;  RI -0.1-)} s)({F  s(e0 ;-.07)} t*(e-jaaW(-0,))*) 
  (a•I) 
 CO.y r))=SRIcop(i.e ;  R1-=e7)D(."—  A  ;  RI °,7)W(r—P){e(P)}tie(P-2)11w*(7—P+2)dle 
 =  fRio,D(14  ;  Rt--Temcnr+2))m(r  —  p {e(p)}e{e(p—  2)}1v*(r  —  p+  2)d  p   (a  -2) 
where 
 {X(12,  r)}=w(t  —ft){e(R)}=D(p.  ; RLeor)to(7—  p){E(p)}   (a•3) 
 w(p)71W  (0) 
From the above definitions of  CG(m,  z)) and  Cy(2,  r)J the following relations are  valid  : 
 CG(m, r)3(:Cy(2,r)]   (a•4) 
 CG(M,r))41=CG(m,r)2,  Cy(2,r))*=Cy(-2,r))   (a•5) 
By making use of eqs.  (a•l) and  (a•2) the short-time correlation matrix  Csr:,(2)) and the 
short-time power spectral density matrix  CG,-(0))3 of the original sample function  {e(p)}s 
can be defined as the following weighted time averages so as to  be consistent with the 
definitions of the short-time auto-correlation functions and power spectra given by R. M. 
Fano. 
 Csor(2)D=v-1(2)Cst(2.  I"))   (a•fi) 
 CG,(04)=v-1(0)CG(m• r))   (a  .7) 
where 
               v(1)=-SRiccp(p ;(T ,T+11)W (7 p )1e*— p + 1)dp 
         =ui(p)w*(p+ 2)d p   (a•8)                      jmaz(0,—A) 
 v(0)=SR,.D(p  ; 121-m7)  wet  —  p)  2d  p 
      =10 w(P) 2d  (a•9) 
It is noted that eqs.  (a•8) and  (a•9) represent the integrals of the weighting functions 
in eq.  (a•2) and in the integral of eq.  (a•l) with respect to  (0/27r, respectively. From 
eqs.  (a•1),  (a•2) and  (a•4), the latter integral gives the energy matrix of the weighted 
sample function. 
          r        27.cjR,CG(0.),  r)Ddw  r)3=  SRI{x(p,  10}  sIX(P,  r)itdp 
 =SR,00D(p  ;  RLear)w(e  —  p){e(p)},R(p)}tw*(7—  p)d  p   (a.10) 
By making use of eq.  (a•5) and the relation, 
 v*(2)=v(—  2),  v*(0)=  v(0)   (a•11)
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which is derived from eqs.  (a•8) and  (a  •9), the following relations are obtained for the 
short-time correlation matrix and power spectral density  matrix  : 
 C99,(2))*=C4or(-  A)J,  CG:(0)))*=-CGr((0))   (a  •  12) 
And, by substituting eqs.  (a•6) and  (a•7) in eq.  (a•4), the correspondence between the 
short-time correlation matrix and power spectral density matrix is found as  follows  : 
                             wv(2) 
                      (GTO)))Ccor(2)) 
 A v(0)  (a  -13) 
that is, 
                           r
                    CG,((a)D—jv(A)R,c. 2,(0)Csor(2)3e-fi‘1d2   (a•14) 
                  Cyr(2))v(0)2rrv( 
                                           , 
  (a•15)                                A)IRI.CGT(0))e,',"dco 
  Assuming that the mean vector of a non-stationary stochastic process  {e(p)} is zero, 
the ensemble average of the short-time correlation matrix is given by the following 
weighted average of the local co-variance matrix defined in the semi-infinite square 
domain,  R2_cer: 
 ECsor(2))=v-1(2)ECco(A,  r)D   (a•16) 
 Ety,(2.  7))=SR,_CKx(p,  ti-1  ;  R2-,)3dp 
 =Sht,p(p; p-A)Jdp 
 ;=.1R,coD(p  ;  RI--ran(m+A))w(r—p)Elft(P,  P-2)Jtv*(r—p+A)dp 
 =  R,cower  —  p)CK  p-2  ;  Raaor))10*(r  —  p+  2)d  p  (a•17) 
where the subscripts x and  e denote the quantities concerning with  {x(p,  r)} and  {e(p)}, 
respectively. Similarly, the ensemble average of the shot-time power spectral density 
matrix can be expressed by the weighted average of the two-dimensional local spectral 
density matrix defined in the square domain  R2-,, as  follows  : 
 ECGr(w)J=v-1(0)ECG(lo,  r)l   (a•18) 
 ECG(w,  D))=  CSx,(w,  w  ;  R2-wr)D 
      1   — (2
702 (e-JwiTIVC- WO):CSe(WIA02R2—oor)) 
 *  (ri.27141(-(02))*  col=t02—al 
 w2 
           r      = (2rAR,codesi riwciodcoziefi. tirw(  w  -(o)CSE(w11.  oh'  ; lit-r)Jciwili-W*(ohi  -  co)
  (a•19) 
The ensemble average of the short-time spectral density matrix is also expressed as the 
weighted average of the one-dimensional local spectral density matrix defined in the 
semi-infinite parallelogram domain  ,R24, in the  2—p plane which is transformed from 
the square domain  R2_, in the  pi—  ps plane. 
 ECGr(W)D=v-i(0)EIG(a),;r)) 
 E[G(0).  T)J=SgicoECTO,  r))e—JwIthi 
 =SR,„,d2e-11R,JpCKx(p+2, p;  R -mr)) 
 =IR,JSx(<0, p pR22,2)Jdp
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 1       =  2rIRio,.dge-i(''W(-(0)):CSf(0),p; ,R22,4))0(z--p) 
    = 1 S.   2xdui12,dale-fir-m)(°-"W(COf -a1)(Se(w', p; ,R2ita)Dw*(r -st) 
        • 
 (a-20) 
 By substituting 2=0 in the correspondence, 
                                                         w 
           ECG(co, r))LECe(2, 7)1E(Ge(h)L-v0)Eler(0)   (a•21) 
                                           A  v(0) 
and making use of eqs.  (a-16) and  (a•17), we obtain the integral of the short-time 
power spectral density matrix over the full frequency domain  R'm as  follows  : 
       21             jR,..ECGT(W))&0=Erc.Ar(3)3=v-1(0)Ec9(0, r)) 
 1  r  —  
,(0)cop( 12 ; RI-Aor)lwer -p) 2CEE(P, P))dp   (a•22) 
Since the right-hand side of the above equation represents the weighted time average 
of the co-variance matrix of a stochastic process  te(p)I, over the semi-infinite time 
domain  R'-csr, the ensemble average of the short-time power spectral density matrix has 
meaning as the averaged power spectral density matrix over the same domain. 
 For the case considered by  it M. Fano where the physically realizable weighting 
function is given by 
 W(P)=Cre-dmS(P)   (a•23) 
in which  s(p) denotes a step function, the matrices  Cs0(2  ,z-)3 and  [G(w,  At)) are obtained 
as the following expressions by using eqs.  (a•1),  (a•2) and  (a-3): 
                                  ..crein(r,r+A)  (9(2, r))= a'reAe- dle p)} R te - An*e Ile  (a-24) 
     II-,f     CG(0)r))=aa0rair-p1-J'Ad11)0ra(r-P)1C(P)le-'wad fir   (a•25) 
On the other hand, from eqs.  (a•8) and  (a•9), the integral of the weighting functions 
v(2) and  v(0) are given by 
                                           aro A               v(2)=04e-rAjmaz (0,-A)c°r2Ghielp-22 
    
, v(0)= (a-26) 
respectively. Hence the short-time correlation  matrix.  Cyr(2)) and power spectral density 
matrix  (Gr(a))) are expressed as follows by using eqs.  (a•6),  (a•7)  and  (a•24)—(a•26): 
                                    minty , r1,0     (co,-(2))=2ard"- A1r'''-a){e(p)}{E(11-2)}*dp   (a•27) 
    CG:(0.))=2a01e-cps-Aote(p)}e-PPdp)(1re-d(r-P)te(pne-Pedp)*   (a•28) 
And, from eqs.  (a•14) and  (a  •15) the relationship between the short-time correlation 
matrix and power spectral density matrix is given by the following set of equations: 
 CG,(0.))=IRtur.'irc,r0)Je-J'AdA 
                                  Ar 
 Cyr(2)J=e27r JR,o,CGT(0.))e-,law  (a  •29) 
On the other hand, the ensemble averages of the short-time correlation matrix and power 
spectral density matrix are obtained from eqs.  (a•16)—(a•19) as  follows  : 
 ECco.(2))=  2ard  (A-.  )  Ri.e-2d(T-P)  CK  e(f2,  p-2  ;  RA-cs.r))d  p   (a•30) 
     2a   CPOwn'      ECG
r(w))=(2,)2amiwi „,*,CS$Ceol,;R2.---r))*                                                     w2a+ jeo2 iah=t02=co
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 2a  rr en,            —(2702 j R,codahlIR,..doh'  a  _  j(w_  ah,)C5g(01"  ;  a±i(a,  _  coo 
  (a-31) 
  As another example, for the case where the weighting function is the so-called rec-
tangular window with the width T, 
 w(g)=s(p)—  s(p—T). T>0   (a  •  32) 
the matrices  Cso(L  r)J and  CO(w,  r)) and the function v(2) are respectively determined 
as follows: 
           ECO(Rr)3=ovr,v+21{e(0)}{e(p—A)}*dte  (a•33)  Ca. fr-T,  A) 
 CO(co, 7))= (Cr-rrr{e(P)}e-ngdie)(1-T{e(p)}e-iwAtip (a•34) 
                                           falr, ,r÷ A) 
 dp=T-121   (a•35)                       v(A)=Cax(r-T, 
Therefore the short-time correlation matrix and power spectral density matrix are re-
spectively expressed as the following formulae: 
 1  Onithra+A)             Cio,-(2)) —T-121 j.( r_T, r_r+4)ie(p)I{e(p-2)}*dP- (a•36) 
                  1 
       T—
((Ill                                       CGT(w)3=TUr.,e-jr_T{E(P)}"dP)t.lt_Tte(P)le-iwadil   (a•37) 
And the relationship of the short-time correlation matrix and the power spectral density 
matrix is given by 
              c H                 CO
r(0))=T21 Csor(2)3e-fr '1/42 
               1  T   
 CyDr(A))= T_  IAJR,..COT(10)Des'Adco   (a•38) 
The ensemble averages of the short-time correlation matrix and power spectral density 
matrix are respectively determined as the following expressions: 
 ECior(A))= TA I  SR,teCKgp,  —  ; ler.-n.)Jdp   (a  -39) 
 ECG:(0)))+Se(co,  0);  R2r.-Tr))   (a  .40) 
In the above discussions, when both the stochastic process  {coo} and the weighting 
function w(p) are real-valued time functions, the following relations are  valid, as found 
from eqs.  (a•4),  (a•5) and  (a•11) 
 CVO.  /Or=  CS0(  —2,  r)J,  CG(co,  D)JT=  CG(  (0.  r))   (a•41) 
 v(2)=  v(  —  A)   (a  -42) 
Hence the short-time correlation matrix and power spectral density matrix together with 
their ensemble averages have the same properties as those in eq.  (a•41), that is, 
 iSeirGO)T  =  CSOr(—  2)3  ECcor(2)37'  =  Elsor(  —A)) 
 CGr(0))3T=  Car(  —  W)).  Erar(W)3D=  ECOr(—(0))   (a  •  43) 
This equation shows that the short-time auto-correlation functions and power spectra 
defined by R. M. Fano and their ensemble averages, which are given by the diagonal 
elements of the relevant matrices in eq.  (a•43). are all even functions of their respec-
tive arguments.
